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PREFACE 

Premature deterioration of concrete bridge decks due to corrosion of 

reinforcing steel is a serious problem in many parts of the U. S. resulting 

in very high maintenance costs if decks are to be kept in a safe and 

serviceable condition. Reinforcing steel embedded in concrete normally has 

a high resistance to corrosion due to the high pH of concrete, but when 

salts are used for deicing bridge decks, the resulting brine can leach into 

the concrete, lowering the pH and thus initiating corrosion of the steel. 

When the reinforcing steel corrodes, it expands, creating large stresses 

which eventually spall and crack the concrete at the deck surface. This 

corrosion process, once started, is difficult to halt. 

A number of approaches have been developed with regard to this 

corrosion problem. One tactic is to find a suitable substitute for the 

deicing salts presently used. Among the protective methods available, 

studies have indicated that cathodic protection may be the most promising 

approach to stop active corrosion, short of removal of all contaminated 

concrete. Information from recent studies also suggests that waterproofing 

membranes or impermeable overlays, which are relatively inexpensive, 

could offer protection to existing bridge decks. Since there is a lack of 

data to support the effectiveness and cost benefits for any of these 

approaches and because there are a number of bridge decks in Alaska 

needing repair as evidenced by spalling concrete caused by corroding 

reinforcing steel, the Research Section began to study various alternatives 

and collect information to make the recommendations on techniques to be 

used for the design, construction, and maintenance of bridge decks. 

A project was initiated to study the possible application of Calcium 

Magnesium Acetate (CMA) as a replacement for deicing salts (see Report 

No. AK-RD-83-16, IIPreliminary DeSign and Feasibility Study for a Calcium

Magnesium Acetate Unit ll
). Another study is collecting data on bridge deck 

corrosion throughout the state, and a third project as described in this 

report was created to analyze four bridge decks in the Fairbanks area that 

required repairs due to corrosion. The Illinois Street, Minnie Street, and 

Wendell Street bridges were repaired during the 1982 construction season, 

and the Cushman Street bridge will be refurbished this summer. 
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Two repair techniques are utilized for these bridge decks. The 

Illinois Street, Minnie Street, and Cushman Street bridges are being 

overlaid with a latex-modified concrete. The Wendell Street deck is also 

overlaid wi th latex-modi fied concrete, and in addition, a Cilthod ic pro

tection system is being installed. 80th methods requi re the t'emoval of all 

delaminated concrete, and the corroded reinforcing steel Must either be 

cle;:med or replaced. The latex-modified concrete overlay will tilen act as a 

membrane that should reduce further intrusion of chloride from deicing 

salts and water, thereby slowing down the corrosion process. The cathodic 

protection system being used in conjunction with the latex-modified con

crete overlay is designed to halt corr'Osion. The syster.l functions by 

supplying direct current in the proper direction so that the corroding 

anodes on the steel are prevented from discharging ions and thus stopping 

corrosion. These bridge decks Cl re being monitored by the Resea rch 

Section, and the merits of each technique Clre evaluated witil regard to 

cost effectiveness and ability to halt. corrosion. 

This report was also prepared as Cln aid in the design and construc

tion of future deck repair projects. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 



UP-IDeE DECK rd"CPAI r~. TECIltIIQUES 

1.1 I tnrWDUCTION 

This report addresses the subject of bridge deck repair using latex

r;lodified concrete and cathodic protection. 

Most of the material contained herein concerns the Fairbanks Bridge 

Deck r~epair project (X20143) since the coauthors were involved with that 

rroject. Clyde Tilr.lilil was the construction Project Engineor and Steve 

Powers was the Assistant Project Engineer and Inspector. This report 

contains the sequence of work that was followed during the project with 

notes on items that requi ,"e special attention during the construction 

phase. r=rom the experience gained during construction, SOMe! suggestions 

are presellted to help in the design and construction of future projects. 

The ;Ktual costs of the repilirs hilve been tabulated to assist in nakillg an 

econoMic eVilluation of the repair techniques and for cstinating future 

project costs. 

There were fou r bridges located in the Fairbanks area involved in 

this project: IVlinnie, Illinois, I'/endell, ;]nd Cushrwn Street bridges built in 

1951 , 1952, 1951 and 1959 respectively. The initial corrosioll survey of 

these bridge decks was accor.lplished by the Depdrtnent of TriJilsportLltion 

and Public FLlcilities Research Section in the "UmMel' of 1980. Peratrovich 

and r4ottingilam, Inc. engineering consultants prepared a report evaluating 

the condition of these bridge decks in the fall of 1980. The final design 

was done by Peratrovich Clnd tJottingilarl, Inc. and construction begclll on 

the project in the spring of 1982. The tvlinnie, III inoi s, anu \ lendell Street 

bridges were' completed during that season and the Cushman Street bridge 

wi II be completed du ring the 1983 construction season. 

The bridges needed repair due to the delaminated and spalling 

concrete on the bridge decks that was caused by galvanic corrosion of the 

reinforcing steel embedded in the concrete decks. The easiest way to 

understand the corrosion reaction in briuge decks is to cxar:line a simple 

application of the corrosion process, a dry cell battery (galvaniC cell). 
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Basically the battery consists of three essential parts: an anode, a 

cathode, and an electrolyte (Figure 1). The container, usually a zinc 

casing, is the anode, the carbon rod in the center is the cathode, and the 

electrolyte is the compound consisting of ammonium chloride and moisture 

encased around the carbon. When connected, an electric current will flow 

from the anode (zinc) through the electrolyte to the cathode (carbon rod). 

Corrosion will occur where the current enters the electrolyte from the 

anode, and no corrosion will occur at the cathode. 

This current flow is caused by the difference in electrical potential 

between the two dissimilar metals; zinc is more electronegative (less noble) 

than carbon. Similarly, current can be generated by coupling any two 

dissimilar metals within an electrolyte. In fact, differences in electric 

potential resulting in corrosion (galvanic) cells can occur on metal surfaces 

simply because of environmental or physical variations. These include 

variations in ion concentration, oxygen differentia I, variances in stress, 

impurities in the metal, and other factors. 

In the case of the bridge decks, various chloride salts (sodium and 

calcium) are placed on the deck for deicing, and then the chlorides pene

trate down into the concrete to the reinforcing steel (rebars) as part of 

the brine solution formed from the ice melting. Normally reinforcing steel 

embedded in concrete has a high resistance to corrosion due to the high 

pH of concrete, but when the salt brine leaches into the deck the pH is 

lowered, thus initiating the corrosion process. In other words, the chlo

ride turns the concrete into an electrolyte by lowering the pH and attract

ing moisture. Oxygen is also a necessary element for corrosion to take 

place. Cathodic and anodic areas are created along the surface of the 

reinforcing steel because of the non-homogeneity of the metal as well as 

from differences in the electrolyte. This is illustrated in Figure 2. The 

corrosion products build up at the anodic areas of the rebars, and since 

they occupy a greater volume than the original steel, pressure is exerted 

on the concrete which eventually cracks. The freezing and thawing of 

water in these cracks can then extend the cracking and separate the cover 

layer of concrete from the rest of the deck. This delaminated concrete can 

eventually spall off, creating cavities in the deck exposing additional 

reinforcing steel to corrosion and also producing a rough deck surface and 
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Oxygen 

Steel Surface 

Figure 2 - Cause, effect, and result of the corrosion process on 

a metal sample exposed to conditions favoring galvanic attack 

(oxygen, non-homegenity, moist atmosphere). 
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a bumpy ride. If the corrosion is allowed to continue, it will lead to 

structural damage and the eventual failure of the bridge. This corrosion 

process, once started, is difficult to halt. 

Two repair techniques were used on the Fairbanks Bridge Deck 

Repair project to deal with the corrosion problem. One method utilized a 

latex-modified concrete overlay of the deck to reduce water and salt pene

tration so that the concrete (electrolyte) is less conducive for corrosion to 

occur. The other method made all of the reinforcing steel (anode-cathode) 

cathodic to an external anode. This process is called "cathodic protection." 

The following is an introductory description of both methods. 
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1.2 LATEX-MODIFIED CONCRETE 

On the Illinois and Minnie Street bridges latex-modified concrete was 

used to repair the decks during the 1982 construction season. (Cushman 

will be repaired similarly in the summer of 1983.) Latex-modified concrete 

is conventional portland cement concrete with the addition of approximately 

15% rubber solids by weight of the cement. A latex emulsion admixture is 

used, which in the case of the Dylex latex 1186 used on this project, is 

46-50% styrene-butadiene rubber in water. The rubber in the concrete 

renders it more resistant to salt and water penetration and thereby 

inhibits the corrosion process. Increased adhesion. compression strength, 

and flexural strength are other significant advantages gained by using a 

latex-modified concrete. Latex-modified concrete will be discussed in more 

detail in the construction section of this report. 

To completely stop corrosion in a chloride-contaminated deck by 

using a latex-modified concrete, all of the contaminated concrete would 

have to be removed and replaced with the latex-modified material. Obvi

ously this would be very expensive and might even require replacement of 

the entire deck. On the Fairbanks Bridge Deck Repair project only the 

unsound (delaminated) concrete and the concrete where corrosion was 

evident were removed, and then the entire deck was overlaid with 1 1/4 

inches (nominal) of latex-modified concrete. This is a relatively inexpen

sive repair method that will slow down the deterioration of the bridge 

deck. However, the question remains whether this will be as economical in 

the long run as halting the corrosion completely would be. 
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1.3 CATHODIC PROTECTION 

For chloride-contaminated bridge decks, the only known method to 

completely halt corrosion is cathodic protection. As mentioned earlier, 

corrosion takes place at the anode (where current leaves the metal surface 

and enters the electrolyte) and no corrosion occurs at the cathode (where 

current is received by the metallic surface from the electrolyte). There

fore, if an entire metallic surface can be "forced" to become cathodic, it 

will not corrode. This is the principle of cathodic protection. Anodes are 

installed in the bridge deck that send current to the reinforcing steel 

which becomes cathodic and no corrosion occurs on the steel. 

There are two basic methods of applying cathodic protection: gal

vanic systems and impressed current systems. The galvanic systems pro

duce a protective current by the same electrochemical reaction that occurs 

in the dry cell battery. A metal which is less noble (more electronegative) 

than the metal to be protected is selected as the sacrificial anode and is 

electrically connected to the cathode. The current flows from the external 

anode (zinc or magnesium) into the electrolyte (concrete) to the cathode 

(steel) and back to the anode via the electrical connection. Thus the zinc 

or magnesium corrodes while the steel is protected from corrosion until it 

must eventually be replaced. Since the anodes are placed in the concrete 

when using this type of system for repairing bridge decks, replacing them 

would be difficult and expensive. 

The impressed current system uses the same basic principal except 

that the anodes are energized by an external energy source. A rectifier is 

used to convert alternating current (AC) to direct current (DC) and then 

DC is introduced into the concrete (electrolyte) by anodes having a negli

gible corrosion rate. The impressed current system is the practical choice 

for use in bridge decks because the anodes do not have to be replaced. 

Also another advantage of an impressed current system is that the electri

cal resistance of a concrete bridge deck can be more easily overcome by 

adjusting the appl ied voltage. 

An impressed current cathodic protection system was installed on the 

Wendell Street Bridge in 1982. A test section using an impressed current 

system was also installed in the upper ramp of the Anchorage International 
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Airport in 1981. The anodes in both systems are made of wire placed in 

slots sawed into the deck and backfilled with a conductive grout. 

References to cathodic protection systems in the report all refer to this 

anode-in-slot type. 
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2.0 CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES 



2.1 CONTROL OF THE WORK 

The main reason for having State personnel assigned to the Fairbanks 
Bridge Deck Repair project order to assure quality control by close and 
detailed inspection of the contract work. It was essential that the manu
facturers' and suppliers' recommendations be strictly adhered to for the 
products and materials used. The high cost of some contract items and the 
increase in the bridge deck dead-load weight require a very close control 
of yields. The project personnel should work with the supplier/ 
manufacturer representative of the cathodic protection system to assure 
themselves that adequate supervision is provided. The following items are 
a checklist including numerous examples for State personnel assigned to a 
deck repair project of this type: 

READ ALL EXTRA WORK ORDERS (EWO'S), CHANGE ORDERS, AND 
WORK ORDERS. 

The contractor shall notify in writing, with a copy to the Project 
Engineer, Bus, Police, Fire Departments, and the City Engineer five 
(5) days in advance of bridge closure. See Example 1. 

The contractor shall place "BRIDGE CLOSURE" notices in the news
papers to be published each of the two days before closure. See 
Example 2. The radio and television stations should also be notified. 

I nstall signs and traffic control devices. (Keep covered unti I 
requi red. ) 

Close bridge. 

Clean deck so control can be pai nted. 

Establish stationing (10 feet) on vertical face of curb. 

Grid deck (10 foot grid + CL and gutterl ines) . 

Make 10 foot wood grid template with a 1 foot grid using string. 
(Used for recording and reestablishing repair areas.) See Example 25. 

Profile deck grid. See Note 2 and Example 3. 

Chain drag deck and paint delaminated areas. (Use grid to record 
locations.) See Example 4. 

Remove 1/4 inch of concrete from deck surface with roto-mill, 
scabbier, etc. See Note 1 for the scarified and/or excavated 
surfaces. Check and record daily progress. See Example 9. 

Repaint original delaminated areas. 

Rechain complete deck with special attention to the original areas. 
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Paint location to be excavated. This may include exposing reinforcing 
steel to check for corrosion and depth. (Use color coding.) 

Excavate the following areas: See Notes 1 and 17. 

A. Delaminated areas. 
B. Damaged, worn or corroded reinforcing steel. See Note 9. 
C. Gutter "Key" if required. See Example 18 and EWO #3 

(Appendix A). 
D. Tapers at ends of deck and expansion joint where required. 
E. Around drains. 
F. Around delaminated (de-bonded) reinforcing steel. 

Rechain excavated areas and remove all unsound concrete, also test 
with hammer. Record completed areas dai Iy. See Example 11. 

Replace reinforcing steel as required. See EWO #1 (Appendix A) and 
Note 12. 

Record exposed reinforcing steel. See Example 10. 

Modify expansion joints prior to final overlay. See Example 17 and 
EWO #2 (Appendix A). 

Sandblast reinforcing steel 
complete deck. See Note 1. 
poured within 36 hours. 

(check bottom surface of bars) and 
Cover deck if overlay is not to be 

Measure patch material volume to be poured monolithically with 
overlay. See Note 3. 

Core-drill holes in deck for Cathodic System. (To reduce spalling 
under deck.) See Note 10 and Example 33. 

Cut recess routes for reference cells, corrosion probes, and ground
ing lead-in cables. See Note 10 and Example 33. 

I nstall corrosion probes. reference cells. lead-in cables, flex con
duits and grounding as required. (Plug holes in deck with duckseal.) 
See Note 10 and Example 33. 

Electrically bond drain castings to reinforcing steel. (This may be 
done after final sandblasting.) See Note 10 and Example 33. 

Profile finishing machine rails and adjust as required. See 
Example 12. 

Check finishing machine template (crossrails). See Example 14. 

Check finishing machine against deck surface and adjust as 
required. See Note 4. 

Calibrate mixer truck. See Examples 20 through 24. 
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Pour first layer (3/4 inch) when two layers are used, with fine 
concrete s,lnd and #8 AASHTO Coarse Aggregate. Sec t~otes 5 through 
8 and Notes 13 through 16. . 

Keep overlay material back from drains, construction, and expansion 
joints as required to allow tapers on second layer when two layers 
are used. See Example 19 and EWO #4 (Appendix A). 

Use informational cylinders to determine when the overlay has ob
tained 2,000 PSI prior to allowing cutting of anode slots. 

Saw cut anode slots and header cable slots. Saw shall be capable of 
maintaining 1/2 inch anode slot depth. See Notes 1, 10, 11 and 
Example 33. 

Install anode wires and header cables. See Examples 26 through 30. 
See Note 10 and Example 33. 

Install conductive grout. (Remove excess after cured.) See Example 
16 and Note 10. 

I nstall conduit, conductors, test station load center, rectifier, and 
complete all requi red spl iCing. See ~Jote 10 and Example 33. 

Sandblast first layer (complete deck) and cover if overlay is not to 
be 'placed within 36 hours. See Note 1. 

Check finishing machine against deck and adjust as required. See 
Note 4. 

Make templates for drains and straightedges for tapers at construc
tion joints and expansion joints. 

Re-calibrate mixer truck. See Examples 20 through 24. 

Pour second layer (1 inch), or first layer when only one layer 
required, with fine concrete sand and No.7 AASHTO Coarse Aggre
gate. Sec Notes 5 through 8 and Notes 13 through 16. Also see Note 
3 when only a single layer is to be placed. 

Use spud vibrator adjacent to construction joints, expansion joints, 
and other locations as required. 

Work material in around drains and other excavated areas to force 
out' remaining standing water. 

I3room (rake) surface and use 6 inch wide edging tool in gutter. 

Do not weigh down covering until material has sufficient set to avoid 
imprints. 

See Notes 7 and 8. 
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Instilll joint filler seillant. (Clean out all overlay matedal and prir.1e 
vertical surfaces.) 

Clean up as required fror.1 construction activities. 

Have State forces paint traffic markings. 

Open to traffic when informational cylinder reaches 3,000 PSI. 

Remove all signs and traffic control devices. 

Notify Police, Fire and Bus Departments when open. 

Obtain certification and warranty for the Cathodic Protection System. 

Turn on cathodic protection system after minimum 28 days curing. 
Deicing chemicals should only be used after 30 days of curing. 

NOTES 

1. Deck surface shall be clean at the end of each workday. 
A. The surface r.1ay be blown clean if dry. 
13. The surface r.1ay be cleaned with high pressure water (minimum 

2,000 PSI) if wet. 
C. The cleaned surface may be covered to avoid daily cleaning of 

entire area that has been scarified, excavated, sandblasted, or 
saw cut. 

2. Plot deck profi Ie both by profi Ie and cross-section. Establ ish new 
gutter profile (finishing machine rail grades). Establish new template 
(finishing machine cross-rails). It may be necessary to redo this 
work after deck has been scarified if roto-mill type equipment has 
been used. See Examples 5 through 8. 

3. Patch material can be measured using a container of known volume 
(1 CF) and ~sing it to fill the patch excavations with sand, recording 
the units and partial units used. This should be done just prior to 
the cleanup required from the silndblilsting operation to avoid 
additional cleanup. Patching quantities should be agreed to by the 
contractor prior to pou r. 

4. Record final measurements using grid system and calculate the 
quantity. Use this accumulative quantity to adjust for yield prior to 
pour and to check yield during pour. See Examples 13 and 15. 

5. Wet down deck a minir.1um of one (1) hour prior to pour and keep 
damp. Cover deck where mixer truck will be routed. Keep standing 
water blown or broomed out of low and excavated areas. Protect 
exposed reinforcing steel when mixer truck is to be routed over 
them. Keep mixer truck grounded. Check yield with 1/4 C. Y. yield 
box (rodded) at the beginning of each load poured and keep contin
uous yield on all components. Make minimum of three project cylin
ders and three informational cylinders. Due to vibrations, do not do 
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slump tests on the bridge. Slump tcsts should be mCilslIrcd 4 to 5 
millutes after disclldr~led of the m'ltcriill from mixer. See [xilmple 32. 

6. [3room in material just ahead of finishing machine, remove and dis
pose of coarse aggregate remaining from this operation. Do not 
deduct quantity. Finish gutterline by hand to template or slightly 
lower. Finish surface with pan and burlap drag. 

7. Cover overlay as soon as possible with wet burlap and plastic to 
avoid shrinkage cracks. Remove covering after 24 hours and allow to 
air cure. Repair any defects and shrinkage cracks; paint gutter 
immediately after area has been uncovered. See Examples 18 and 31. 

8. MeGlsure waste and overbatch by recording height in wheelborrow/ 
10<1d and measuring its volume by the same Method as Note 3 and 
have total agreed to by contractor. 

9. Reinforcing steel should be excavated 3 to 4 inches each side of the 
known corroded area to decrease the chance of missing corrosion. 

10. All Cathodic Protection System components shall be installed in strict 
accordance with manufacturer's recor.1mendations and under direct 
supervision of an authorized r.1anufacturer's representative. 

11. If during the sawing of the anode slots there is spalling on the 
edges, the saw blades should be checked for wear and replaced if 
necessary. 

12. Bridge deck repair literature printed by Dow Chemical, manufac
turers of latex Modifier A, recommends that bars that have lost 1/4 
or more of their original diameter should be replaced. 

13. The manufacturer recommends that latex-modified concrete is not to 
be placed at temperatures below 45°F. It can be placed at 45°F and 
rising, preferably if the air temperature will be above 45°F for 8 
hours. At temperatures above 85°F the placement should be done at 
night or early morning. 

14. Existing expansion joints and dams shall be formed through the 
overlayment. Casting full across the jOints and later sawing will not 
be allowed. 

15. A construction dam shall be installed in case of major delays (1 hour 
or more) of the placement operation. During minor delays the end of 
the placement may be protected from drying with several layers of 
wet burlap. Adequate precautions should be taken to protect freshly 
placed modified materials from sudden or unexpected rain. All plac
ing operations should stop when it starts to rain. Material damaged 
by rainfall shall be removed. 
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16. At temperatures below 55°F a longer curing period will be needed. 
Dow Chemical suggests that any day during which the curing temper
ature falls below 50°F shall not be counted as a curing day. If at 
any time during the curing period the curing temperature falls below 
35°F, tile work may be considered as unsatisfactory and rejected. 
The informational cylinders should be cured under the same 
cor:ditions as the overlay. 

17. It is to both the project1s and contractor1s benefit to keep the chisel 
bits relatively sharp. A higher production rate is achieved and 
cleaner cuts are made. 
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2.2 EXAMPLES 



TUCf(POINTING 
CA.ULf(INO 
.-.Ull,.DING CL.aANING 
WA'"I:R"ROOfl'ING 
8~I!:CIAL COATING 

MASONRY ( 
RESTORATION CO . 

II' a"","'.fi"l C.rttratt#rs anti C.rtndUlIllJ 

P.O. Box 70110. SA.LLA"D STATION 

1100 N.W. :S4TH ST. 

.EATTLE. WA.H. 1111107 

THIS IS TO NOTIFY YOU THAT THE CUSHMAN STREET 

BRIDGE WILL BE CLOSED EXCEPT FOR EMERGENCY 

TRAFFIC BEGINNING 

MACS 

CITY 
ENGR. 

POLICE 
DEPT. 

FIRE 
DEPT. 

Signature 

Signature 

Signature 

Signature 

Title 

Title 

Title 

Title 
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(206i 782-4331 
(206) 782-1540 

--. --..""".. 

EXAMPLE 1 

Date 

Date 

Date 

Date 



fBRIDGE CLOSURE 
ILLINOIS STREET BRIDGE 
Closed JULY 1 til Finished 

Pioneer Masonry Restoration will be perform
ing maintenance work on the Illinois Street 
Bridge beginning July 1 st until finished. Bridge 
will be closed to a" traffic. 
Bus patrons please inquire at MACS about 
any rescheduling of Bus Routes that are affect
ed by the Bridge Closure. J{;"ne.. 3(' If 2.-
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EXAMPLE 16 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
AND PUBLIC FACILITIES 

"0" CHANGE ORDER NO. 

Interior W'tM' k: 
1 District Shcet_'_of 

X-20143 C t t /i oneer Masonry Restorati on Co. , Inc. Prcject No. on rae 0 . __ 

Project N'Ime 
Fairbanks Bridge Deck Repair 

Address PO Box 70110, Ballard Station 

Seattle, WA 98107 

The following change(sl in the above Contract are hereby ordered. in accordance with the terms of the 
Contract. and under the terms and conditions stated hereon. 

Receipt Al:knowledged: Recommended: 

P~er ~sonry Restoration Co., Inc. ~~ 
~~~~ ~ 

yeJ 1 Ima~roJect Engineer 

Issued: ~~ r !<8:" ..1 
I Obntractor Repre<entative - Title 

Date _ <6 ~ ~c) - cZt- Date 8-3't:)-t!l Z-

DESCRIPTION 

This work order is to notify you in writinq of our concern 
with the bonding properties of the conductive grout interferring 
with the bonding of the two layers of modified concrete. This 
grout has been placed on the surface of the deck at the edges of 
the anode slots for a total width, including the slot width, varying 
from ;''' to 3". The grout material has not been placed as detailed 
on the plans or described in the manufacturer's(of the cathodic system) 
written installation instructions. 

You are directed to remove excess grout material that 
extends over 1/8" from the edqes of the anode and header cable slots 
uriless we receive adequate written assurances that our concerns 
are without merit. 

This work order puts into writing our concern that has 
been expressed verbally in several conversations with Bob Olson 
and Jack Tinnea. 
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BY .... DATE .. SUBJECT ....................................................................................... . SHEET NO •.................. OF ................ . 

CHKD. By .............. DATE ................. . JOB NO •............................................... 

···············1········ .. ·············· ... : .......... ; .. ~ .............. ~-.:-, .... : ............. . 
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EXAMPLE 18 
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EXAMPLE 19 
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EXAMPLE 20 
S. ?c:!)WLN 

j'EX-CRETE iNC . ID/2.S: /e2-
CONCRETE MOBILE CALIBRATION DATA SHEET "7i/",~Y'I 

. I TO PRODUCE POLYMER MODIFIED CONCRETE . ~-1.6-9z.. 

'~OJECT '1.-201413 ';;rb~l'Ib B':'dqa, l:czc.k~;rcOUNTY Nor.fh .5f(Ar Bor~~1, 
CONTRACTOR P'~ne.£r Nl().'Son~v 'R~tQn:;l..J.."OI"\ DATE 6l:2~/B~ __ 
TRUCK NO. /304 P SERIAL NO "; CAPACITY IbTI"/I.3t:rl pi/oaF '10 ~CJ..lJa . .. 
TRUCK R.P.M. /:;1. 5"0 CALIBRATED BY --"~,,-~,-=oJ:...::e..,,,,-~~O..:::··wc.=.!..f'=~,--_______ _ 

CALCULATING CEMENT METER REGISTER COUNT 

NOTE: ACCORDING TO THE M .. NUf'ACTURER·S PLATE. THE CEMENT FEEDER METER COUNT TO DISCHARGE 

A 94 LB. UNIT Or CEMENT HAS BEEN DETERMINED. ENTER THIS COUNT IN THE BOX. r:::;}"71 :;I 
CEMENT 

--
Container Wt 6.0110. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

TLS 

I 

LBS. I COUNT 

qO! j b'1§. 

I CJ./J.. I b'i§ 
L 90'i. i 65E , 

i 9qi ! 6'3§ 
i B1~ 1 65~ 
4So!1 32/~/ 

SEeS .. 

2S!.. 
25£ 

2.5;' 
1:z.4g" 
2..4§: 
12i.j!-' 

PLATE COUNT ~.::> I 

TOTAL COUNTS TOTAL WC:IGHT 
FACTOR 

(TO 4 DECIMALS) 
FACTOR 

NEW CEMENT 

32/E. + 450f!- = 7/2'1""" 
--.-L . I . .7/2L/ • 

NOTE: 

TOTAL SECONDSJ~OTAl WEIG-HT_lTD :~~~~~AlSI F.!\CTOA I NEW TIME 

.27k::,f/f 94 t25.1'S/ /2~:L "'L/50fz o.27b// 
',.. I 1 _.... 

) We- de.c..;qe.d +-0 rVl>"l "- I o..t"~U' 1r.A0.1"l1-1 +y fo <;::A~ Ho .. 6. Se.c. .:dto.c..h~ ~he...e.:+ ;::.' 
. , 

L8 LJ~IT O~ CEVE ',T ENTER THIS FIGURE IN THE BOX 2" ..... 
"TE: RECORD YOUR "'''S,',ER TO ONE DECIMAL AS ME NEW HE Ct,L's~:.:m TiM" IN SECONDS TO DISCHARGE ONE 94 ~ 

..., (> NEW TIME 

SAN D GATE Sec to' Co "b,:';OO :2 (, : Coo," ;0: WI (; - ~ Mo;"",, Coo,,", 'f. ~'o '" see. .,-.+ 1 

'-/J.. I ,-/1 Lji Dial SeTtIng 1 t-t 1 I '1i New Setting 'fJ... 

Lbs. of Sand 23L(~ ! 231.]J. I , 2.'32~ .237£ 23'-; ~,iredLbs. 2'?:;'-(2 

STONE GATE S'?c for CalibratIon 
o 

Container Wt. b'-- Lh Moisture Content I, I ?t' 

1 ___ --:-:""2::---.--"::3=__ 4 .~' --,-,----,:S=_=_ _ ,_ 

D'.' S ... ;09 f3! i 3;§ 3:z§ 53?> . '3?>-~--;;:_-,w . .c.-=-se::c:t..::.tin,-"lg,,-_-+-3-=-· _i_S_-I 

Lbs. of SlOne I :2.0 I.. i ;,_I_Q_9_l. __ ,-_:z._0_1_-_' /9 B ! 11~ ~~u_i_re_d_L-,bS_. _--,-2-,-,-0_0_-_' ---l 

LATEX 
7 

Sec f,x CalIbration :j?b--
1 

~",'-~-'-i 
5 ett In g 1'1 VAIw.: __ [;?_~_ 

2 3 
GPI't e.s ~i>M 'O·e.GrPM 

. S' /5' _'_._1l? /-

Lbs. , 33l : 32.j.. 32,:!:. 
---------_. __ . 

4 5 
B.6 ("-PM 8.8 ("PM 

II !£ lIE 

32~ 3,)-

Sec for Callbrawn ______ Container Wt. ___ _ 

Setting 

lobs. 

I Ne w Setting 

1 Req llired Lbs. 

I 
1 

! 



STATE OF ALASKA , 

Department of Transportation 
and Public Facilities 

) ~(Q)M[P)(11]~~~D(Q)rru~ 
for: 

We... cl~\J.ul 
Cl .r: c.. e... I'V1 C-V\ + . ., . 

, 

.2.S3!= 202 

) 

Page / of Z - - ---
EXAMPLE 21 

Date~ .pi g..~ /13_'2:: ______________ _ 
Project No. '1-.-20143. 

& Name J?lr:~~~~~ ~ £~j5;P~'( ~,~ 
Calc. by: 5. t'Ov..l~.!:> ---------------------
Checked by: __ TJ.uPi.I_ G:-_?/i.:f! '"?. _ 

" 
tI >e.. 2 b :z Se...c.... 
-Por cOol; bC"~+I'o Yl 
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STATE OF.ALASKA 
Department of Transportation 
and Public Facilities 

for: 

::It ? --

rH 3· 

Page _2:. of _~ _ EXAMPLE 22 
Date~ Jd.?:.sL ~_;. _____________ _ 
Project No. X-~t>1 ~ S 

------------~-~--
& Name .fPj.r:k:p-..",,-~_ fti..~ ___ k_ J~; 
Calc. by: 5 11,wel'~ 

--~------------------
Checked by:_ k"~~/.1_ f...-_"z:-P_-j(;:.._ 

- C; -7 /( - 11~1 'rf0'1 

Not-.€.-: -rAe.. IA-~,f we.jJht 0+ ·t-;-l~ wo.+ef' N.cl.5 

~ 1. f.-f: b~"k..e.1 c\\I"\~ ; + co. YV'.e. 01/.+ +0 
or- 8.~"3 I ~ClI 
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EXAMPLE 23 

AASHTO M241-811 

5R2 SPECIFICATIONS FOR MATERIALS M24J 

S.l.1.1 Ut'quircnlcnts for compressive strength as determined on samples taken from the mixer 
;1{ the..' point of dbch:trge <lnd evaluated in accordance with Section 10. The purchaser shall specify the 
rC4lJirl'llll'nts in term, of the compressive strength of standard specimens cured under standard 
1.thoralory conditions for moist curing. Unlcs~ otherwise specified, the age at test shall be 28 days. 

S.3.2 Atthe request of the purchaser. the manufacturer shall. prior to the actual delivery of the 
concrete. furnish a statement to the purchaser. giving the dry weights of cement and saturated surface· 
dry weights of fine and coarse aggregate and quantities. type, and name of admixtures (if any) and of 
waler per cubic yard or cubic meter of concrete that will be used in the manufacture of each class of 
concrete ordered by the purchaser. He shall also furnish evidence satisfactory to the purchaser that the 
1l1<llcrials to he used and proportions selected will produce concrete of the quality specified. 

5.4 Allerllutiv(' 110. 3: 
5.4.1 When the purchaser requires the manufacturer to a~sume responsibility for the selection 

of' the proportions for the concrete mixture with the minimum allowable cement content specified. the 
purcha\er ~hall ,Iho specify the following in addition to the requirements of 5.1.1 through S.l.4: 

5.4.1.1 Hequired compressive strength as determined on samples taken frorn the mixer at the 
point of di~charge and evaluated in accordance with Section 10. The purchaser shall specify the 
requirements for strength in terms of tests of standard specimens cured under standard laboratory 
ronditions for moist curing. Unless othenvise specified the age at test shall be 28 days. 

5.4.1.2 Minimum cement content in pounds per cubic yard or kilograms per cubic meter of 
concrete (Note 5). and 

5.4.1.3 lfadmixturcs arc required. the type. name. and dosage range to be used. The cement 
ror1!t:nt ~h.dl not he reduced when admixtures are used. 

S.4.2 Atthe request of the purchaser.lhe manufacturer shall. prior to the actual delivery of the 
I concrete. furnish a statement to the purchaser. giving the dry weights of cement and saturated surface· 

dry weights of fine and coarse aggregate and quantities. type. and name of admixture (if any) and of 
w~ltcr per cubic yard or cubic meter of concrete that will be used in the manufacture of each class of 
concrete ordered by the purchaser. He shall.!.!so furnish evidence satisfactory to the purchaser that the 
ll1aterials to be used and proportions selected will produce concrete of the quality specified. Whatever 
... trcngths arc attained the quantity of cement used shall not be less than the minimum specified. 

NOTE 5-·AIIl'rn':HI~'c No. J can tlc dl~tlfl"lVC and u~erul only if the de\ignated mlfllmum cement COflTent i~ at ahout the ~ame level 
thai ",,'uld on1inaril) be fl'quirrd ror the ~tr~ngth. a/o(gr~gatt' ~ize. 3mi \1ump sp{'cified. At the \ame time. it mu~r he an amount that will 
"l' \ulflnt·nt to a~\Ult' dural:11111.\ under op('nC'd ~ur1~c(' texrure and den~ity. in the c~ent ~pecified strength is allainI'd with it. Attention is 
dln'cll'd to ACt ReUlnlmenckd PractIces 211.1 and 211.2 for addl110nal infOrmatiun on mixture proportIOn!. 

5.5 The proportions arrived at by Alternatives 1.2. Or 3 for each class of concrete and which are 
approved for lise in a project shall be assigned a designation (7CV .PK7. etc.) to facilitate identification 
of each concrete mixture delivered to the project. This is the designation required in 14.1.7 and supplies 
information on concrete proportions when they are not given separately on each delivery ticket as 
outlined in 14.2. However. each delivery of concrete :-.hall be covered by a delivery ticket showing enough 
information to estahlish that the mix conforms 10 the mix designs previously approved for the work. 

___ (,. MEASURING MATERIALS 

6.1 Celllent. fine and coarse aggregates. water. and admixtures may be measured by weight or 
hy volume. If volume proportioning is employed. devices such as counters. calibrated gate openings. or 
Ilowlllcters must be available for controlling and determining the quantities of the ingredients 
discharged. In operation. the entire measuring and dispensing mechanism must produce the specified 
proportions of each ingredient. 

NOTE 6- The rN'ommendalion\ of the rquipment manufacturer in the operarion of the equipment and in calihraling and using the 
\'arllllJ\ gagC'~, rC'vohltl0n c{)unten.. spe-ed indlcalon.. or other conlrol de~ice~ shnuld be fnllo .... ed. 

6.2 All indicating devices that bear On the accuracy of proportioning and mixine of concrete 
shall he in full view and near enough to be read by the operator while concrete is being produced. The 
operator shall have convenient access to all controls. 

6.3 The proponioning and indicating devices shall be individually checked by following the 
equipllH:nt manufacturer'~ rl'colllmendation~ a~ related to each individual concrete hatching and 
mixing unit. Adequate ~tandard volume measurc~. scales. and weights shall be made available for the 
checking <H.'curacy of the proportioning mechanism. The device for the measurement of the added 
water shall be capablc of delivering to the batch the required quantity within the accuracy of ± 1 
percent; tnc (levlce shalt be so arranged that the measurements will not be affected by variable 
prcs~ures in the water supply line. 
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EXAMPLE 24 

, 
M241 SPECIFICATIONS FOR MATERIALS 583 

6.4 Yield Check- Essentially, the volume of concrete discharged from the mixer is checked by 
first ..... eighing the amount'of COfll::rc(c discharged during ~omc number of revolutions. or as determined 
hy somc other output indicator; this is then followed immediately by a determirHltion of the weight of 
connete per cubic foot (or <..:ubi<: meter). The wdght of concrete discharged divided by the weight per 
cubic foot (or cubic meter) is equal to the number of cubic feet (or cubic meters) mixed and di~charged 
during chosen interval. The accuracy of the output indicator is thus checked by this. expedient. 

NOTE 7-11 is rel'ummended that about 2.5103.0 ft' (0.070 to 0.085 m'l bit' d;\chargro for thi, purpo\e: thi\ aml,llnt of cuncr~le will 
"~igh from J50 to SOD Ib (100 to l25 kg) and can be di!charged into and contained in a JS or 55·gal flJO \0 21O·dm·)drum or other 
suitable n)ntainer which in turn can Ix placed on I',eighing ~cale of adequate capacity. The uutput of a batcher·mixer unit may be 
indicated by the number of n:1·oluliom. fra~C'1 of a belt. or changt"~ 111 gagt" readil1g~; Ifso, the~e figur~~ ~hOllld h~ ll~ed a~ a m~asure of 
output 

6.S Proportioning Check-Whenever the sources or characteristics of the ingredients are 

changed, or the characteristics of the mixture are noted to have changed the purchaser may require a 
check of the fine aggregate content and the coarse aggregate content by use of the washout test. 
E.l.sentially, in the washout test. O,OJ m 1 (1 ftl) of concrete is washed through a 4.75 mm (No.4) sieve 
and through a 0.1 SO mOl (No. 100) sieve; that retained on the 4.75 mOl sieve is normally considered 
coarse aggregate whereas that passing the 4,75 mm and retained on the 0.1 50 mOl sieve is considered 
fine aggregate, Corrections to the quantity of aggregates (per cubic foot or cubic meter of concrete) can 
be made if the original sieve analysis of each aggregate is "vail.ble, 

6.6 The rate of water supplied the continuous mixer shall be measured by a calibrated 
flowmeter coordinated ..... ith t:le <:elTlent and aggregate feeding mechanism. and with the mixer. The 
rate shall be capable of being adjusted in order to control slump at the desired levels and to determine 
that the water-cement (permitted or required) ratios arc being met. 

6.7 Liquid admixtures shall be dispensed through a controlled flowmeter. 
6.8 Tolerances in proportioning the various ingredients are as follows: 

Cement. w~i!<:hl p~n:~111 0 to + 4 
Fit: Aggregate, w~i).tht pt'r~'~ol 1, 2 
Coan~ Aggn~g.He, wei~ht percent 1: 2 
Admi"turl'\, wl'ight or Yolum~ 

pc-rcent t J 
Water, ",~ight or vlllllmt: pt:rrent :t I 

The tolerances are hased Oil a volume/weight relationship established by calibration of the measuring 
devices furnished as an integral part of the whole equipment. 

NOTE 8-1t is 1100ed that (0 me~t theSe" toleral1~-~\, attentIOn mmt b~ gil'~n 10: 
II) Ot'grct: llr compal'110n of the cement. 

I (1) Grading and uther phY\;l'a~ charal'terhlin (If the line Jnd CllJr\e aggrcgale~ 
13) MOI~!tIrt' l'unlt'nl and bulking fat'wr of the fine' dggr~g;ll(' 
141 Vl\l',,\it~, or tilt' ;\ctmi~turt', ;nui 
15) Olh,'[ factor ... of inl1l1enL'~ 

7. MIXING MECHANISM 

7.1 The continuolls rni,xt:r \hall he an auger· type mixer or any other type suit:lble for mixing 
concrete 10 ml'et the required consistency and uniformity requirements (see 13.3,3), 

7.2 Each batching or mixing unit. or both, shall carry in a prominent place a metal plate or 
plate;; on which are plainly marked the gro~s volume of the unit in tenTh of mixed concrete, discharge 
\peed. and the weight·calibratcd constant of the machine in terms of a revolutio/l counter or other 
output indicator. The mixer shall prmluce a thoroughly mixed and uniform concrete. 

Nun. I}_ For a ljuick chel'k of chI.: probahlt: degrl.:e of unifonnlty. ~Iullip tl:SIS IAn oc taken any tim..: ;)fter 111111;)1 discharge and shall 
be .... uhlll rht fllllo",ing !i",il~. !rtlle J\'C'rage ~llImp 1\" in, nOO mOil or k~\, th~ dliTerenl'~ het"'t:~n an.1 1"'0 \IIIOIp\ \hall not he greJt('r 
than I In. 115 mm); ifrh~ a~eraKe \IIIOIp i~ ah,,~~" in (100 mm) Jnd <101 );:r~aler Ihan to In, It SO 111m). the dltrt"r~·Ol'~ \h31l nol h~' grealn 

than I.s.m. 13M mill) 

8. MIXING AND DELIVERY 

8.1 The batcher-mixer unit shall contain in separate compartments all the neces<;ary ingredients 
needed for the manufacture of concrete, The unit shall bt.' equipped with calibrated proportioning 
dcvin.'~ to vary the nth proportions and it shall produce concrete a~ required by this <;pecification and 
tho ... e of the prnjet't. 
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PLATINIZED WIRE ANODE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

I. ANODE WIRE INSTALLATION 

A. LOOM IDENTIFICATION 

R~Ie..i/.u\ 6/ 7/82 
:s. tt,u;d"".:s 

+roM ~;o("'+OI'\ 
c.o!'('o~OI"\ LiM·A·dlnc. 

EXAMPLE 26 

The various looms are individually tagged with street name 
and location. These locations correspond to the markings on 
the enclosed, annotated construction drawings. 

B. SAW CUTTING THE PAVEMENT 

1. Rebar cover. 

Prior to sawing pavement, the field engineer should verify 
that the minimum concrete cover over the rebars, as 
specified in bid document drawings, exists at all locations 
where saw cuts would be made. If the cover is less than 
specified, sufficient concrete shall be poured, in 
compliance with Alaska DOT specifications, to bring the 
cover to that minimum. 

C. MARKING THE PAVEMENT FOR CUTTING. 

Prior to sawing pavement, the field engineer shall confirm the 
~ of the prefabricated anode looms. The looms shall be 
laid out on the deck in such a manner that the anode wires 
are symetrical to the center longitudinal axis of the respec
tive bridge deck. .. 
The field engineer shall then mark the transverse header cable 
cut so as to be in compliance with the enclosed construction 
drawings. Header cables shall typically run parallel to const
ruction or expansion joints and, excepting the two header 
cables located approximately mid span on the Wendell Street 
bridge, be at a distance of not less than three feet (3') nor 
more than four feet (4') from the respective moint. 

The two Wendell Street mid span header cables may be run, 
at the field engineer's discretion, in a coornon cut. If 
reference or negative bonding cables are to be run in the 
anode header cable transverse saw cut, there inclusion must 
be taken into account in the determination of that saw cut 
width. 

The field engineer shall mark on the pavement the point where 
each of the anode wires exit at right angles from the respec-
tive header cable. One half inch by one half inch (~" x ~") 
saw cuts, symetrical to these point, will be made. These saw 
cuts will be parallel to the longitudinal axis of the deck 
and in accordance with the construction drawings. Where two 
anode wire runs (saw cuts) approach each other from opposite 
directions between two header cables, and a construction or 
expansion joint does not exist between the two anode header cables, 
the saw cuts shall run continuous from one header cable to 
the other. 

-110--
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EXAMPLE 27 

Markings for saw cuts shall be made with pavement parking 
crayons or chalked string or other devices typically used for 
marking pavement. 

D. CUTTING THE PAVEMENT 

The field engineer shall provide sufficient supervision of all 
cutting by the construction crew to ensure all cuts which are 
made are made at the proper location. 

E. INSTALLING THE ANODES 

After the cutting is complete, the anode wire and header 
grooves shall be blown free of all dust, debris and water 
which may be present. The anode header cables shall be posi
tioned at their respective locations and butt spliced as 
required. Butt splices shall be coated with mastic and covered 
with tightly fitting heat shrinkable insulating tubing or 
encased in epoxy in such a manner to be water tight and 
ensure no copper is exposed to the patching concrete, conduc
tive grout or any other electrolyte which may be present. 

The anode wires shall be run out in their respective grooves. * Balsa shi ms may be used to keep the anode wi re on the appro
ximate center logitudinal axis of the groove. To facilitate 
installation, anode wires running in a common groove may be 
spliced at a point of overlap to provide some tension on the 
anode wires (not to exceed 20 lbs). If anode wires are spliced 
the splice shall be covered with mastic and tightly fitting 
heat shrinkable tubing or encased ill--epoxy in such a manner 
as to be water tight and prevent contact between the splice 
and the conductive grout or concrete overlay. 

F. FILLING THE GROOVES 

Prior to filling the grooves, they shall be free of dust, 
debris and standing water. Concrete may, at the field engineer's 
discretion, be used to fill the anode header cable grooves. If 
concrete is used, the groove shall be moistened with clean 
water prior to patching. 

For all locations where the FHWA conductive grout is used, 
(required for all anode wire grooves) the grooves shall be 
free of all dust, debris, moisture (air dried) and grease or 
oi 1. 

.. See Example 30 
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NOTE: ALL GROOVES SHALL Hl FREE O~ DUST, DEBRIS, MOISTURE (AIR DRIED), AND 
GREASE OR OIL PRIOR TO THE POURING OF THE CONDUCTIVE GROUT. --

EXAMPLE 28 

PLATINIZED WIRE ANODE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

II. CONDUCTIVE GROUT 

READ MANUFACTURER'S TECHNICAL/PRODUCT SAFETY PUBLICATIONS PRIOR 
TO MIXING OF FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION (FHWA) DEVELOPro--
CONDUCTIVE GROUT. 

A. PROTECTIVE CLOTHING 

Wear impervious gloves and protective clothing as required to 
prevent skin contact. Wear chemical goggles to prevent eye 
contact. 

B. MIXING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Component Description 

The FHWA conductive grout is provided in three (3) 
component, two and one-half (2~) gallon kits. Component 
"A" is a vinyl ester resin which is in one (1) gal10n 
steel "paint" cans. Component "B" is the catalyst and 
is in 125 ml amber polyethylene bottles. Component "C" 
is coke breeze and is contained in three (3) gallon 
white polyethylene pails. 

2. Mi xing Instructions -a. Use a mi xer with a head diameter of at least two 
and one half (2~) inch. 

b. Open containers "A", "B" and "C". 

c. Pour the contents of container "B", the catalyst, 
into container "A", the resin. 

d. Mi x components "A" and "B" thoroughly (2 minutes 
at 450-750 rpm). 

e. Pour the catalyized resin over the coke breeze, 
container "C". 

f. Mix in the coke breeze (4 minutes at 450-750 rpm). 
NOTE: Scooping into the unmixed coke breeze with 
the mixing head while stirring will help. The sur
face of the grout will loose some of its gloss 
when the resin and coke breeze are well mixed. 

g. Transfer the grout to a suitably sized, clean 
(excepting preceeding grout residue) watering can 
with the "flower" removed or "tar bucket". 
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EXAMPLE 29 

h. Pour the grout around the anode wi re. s 1 i ghtly over-
fi 11 i ng the ,," x ,," grooves. 

NOTE: At 70oF, the working time for the grout ;s 15-20 minutes. 
Higher temperatures will accelerate the reaction rate and thus 
reduce the working time. Lower temperatures would have the 
oppos i te effect. 

Typically, the three components should be stored in a shaded area 
until ready tor use. This would be essential on a warm (air bemp. 
more than 75 F) day. On a cooler day (air temp. less than 65 F), 
however, the sealed containers may be brought into an unshaded area 
for some gentle warming. 

FOR MAXIMUM SHELg LIFE, COMPONENTS "A" AND liB" SHOULD BE STORED 
AT LESS THAN 100 F. 

... 
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EXAMPLE 31 

£:=/lc?u';7h /c7~r<' roO /77'i9/e /?J/X-rure Ulori'alle. 
ffi uY.:z~~ ~fu/~ 
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2. 3 SOUNDIt~G OF THE BRIDGE DECK 

Sounding the bridge deck for areas of delaminated concrete is per

formed to assure that all rusted rebar is located and a sound bonding 

surface is obtained. In the sequence of work this was referred to as chain 

dragging the deck because chains are used to do the sounding. The 

process is very simple and requires only limited training of personnel. As 

the chains are dragged along the surface of the deck with structurally 

sound concrete, the chains will produce a loud and clear noise. However, 

as the chains pass over areas where the concrete has beCOMe delaminated, 

the noise produced will be dead and hollow sounding. There may not be 

Jny surface signs of delamination, but a couple of blows with a hammer 

will spall out the concrete to reveal a rusted section of reinforcing steel. 

To cover a larger Jrea than one set of chclins, the device shown in 

Figure 3 was used. To delineate the delaminated areas, the device could be 

turned so that all of the lengths of chain follow the same line or it could 

be tipped up so that only one length of chain drags on the surface. A 

light duty set of chains produced a more distinct sound differential be

tween firmly bonded concrete Jnd delJminated concrete than did a heavier 

set of chJins. When sounding excavJted areas, it was handy to have a 

rock hammer along to knock out small areas of delaminJtion or single pieces 

of loose Jgg regate. 

tlo special training was necessary to chain drag the deck, but this 

process must be done systematically and conscientiously to insure the 

integrity of the final repair. The er.1ployee performing the chain dragging 

should also h,we a good sense of humor to ward off possible comments from 

the passing public such as "Hey buddy, it's going to take a long time to 

sweep off the bridge with that funny broom, ha, ha, ha." 
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I 
- -- 1/2" .. , 

BRIDGE DECK CHAIN DRAG 

1/2" 
copper tubing 

15" 

Figure 3 

25 k" 
2 

-[---

NOTE: 

Each of the six(6) 12"-chain sections 
contain 10-links 
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2.ll LATEX-MODIFIED CONCRETE 

The American Concrete Institute (AC I) classi fies materials which use 

polyners to form composite concretes in three groups: 

(1) Polymer-impregnated concrete (PI C) is hydrated portland cement 
concrete that is impregnated with a nonomer (a simple unpoly
merized compound) and subsequently polymerized (undergoes a 
chemical reaction in which two or more small molecules continue 
to form larger molecules) in situ. 

(2) Polymer portland cement concrete (PPCC) is produced by adding 
either a monomer or polymer to a fresh concrete mixture and 
subsequently curing and polymerizing in place. 

(3) Polymer concrete (PC) is a composite material formed by 
polymerizing a monomer and aggregate mixture. 

Polymer-modified and / or latex-modi fied concrete (U.1C) fa lis under 

group (2). There are polyr.1er latexes and thermosetting polymers which 

have been added to fresh concrete. According to ACI, latex-modified 

concretes represent the large majority of commercial appl ications of PPCC 

in the United States. The addition of the latex modifier greatly improves 

shea r bond, tensi Ie, and flexural strengths of cements and r.1ortars. There 

are thermoplastic latexes which include polyvinyl esters, polyacrylics, and 

polyvinyl chlorides. Elastomeric latexes include acrylonitrile-butadiene and 

styrene-butadiene. 

The latex used on the Fairbanks lJridge Deck Repair project, Polysar 

Dylex 1186 supplied by TEX-CRETE, Inc., is a styrene-butadiene rubber 

emulsion and was used with Type 1 portland cement in the mix. According 

to the 1981 Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities 

Standard Specifications for Highway Construction, the r.1odified concrete 

shall have the following proportions: 

Minimum Cement Content (Sack/C. Y.) 

l'ilaxir.1ulll Water-Cement - Ratio (Ga Is. / Sack) 

Slump Range (I nches) 

Entrained Air 

Coarse Aggregate (AASHTO Gradation) 

Fine Aggregate Tolerance of Fineness Modulus 
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7.0 

4.50 

2-4 

6% Max. 

No.7 

0.2+ 



The mix design presented by TEX-CRETE's literature agreed with 

the State specification except for the slump. The slump range was first 

chLH1ged to 3-5 inches on Extra Work Order #1 and then 2-7 inches on 

Extra Work Order #4. A 4-7 inch slump range was recommended by the 

manufacturer and was found to be more practical for actual placement of 

the material. The compressive strength at 28 days for all concrete test 

cylinders exceeded the 5,000 psi requirer,lent given in the special provi

sions for this project. The cylinder test strengths are included in 

Appendix G, page G-1. 

The project mix design was provided by TEX-CRETE and is in 

Appendix 13, page G-4. 8ecause of the polymerization process, latex

modified concrete has to be mixed on the bridge deck using a mobile 

Mixer. The standard continuous, Mobile mixer has to be modified so that it 

can add the latex to the Mix. The mixer used on the Fairbanks Gridge 

Deck Repair project would hold enough aggregate, cement, latex, and 

water to mix 10 cubic yards. Stockpiles were placed at the end of the 

bridge so· that the mixer could be filled without delaying the overlay 

placement. Examples of the mobile mixer calibration are given in the 

sequence of work section. AASHTO specification M241-811 was used for 

this calibration. Since only a small amount of water was being added to the 

mix, small fluctuations in the aggregate moisture content would affect the 

slump. Therefore, the amount of water added required adjustment during 

the pour to keep the mix workable and within the specification slump 

range; a water flow rate r.leter that is accurate at low flows is necessary. 

It was not only practical but necessary in warm weather to stay in the 4-7 

inch slump range. A calibrated volumetric water meter is required to 

monitor the quantity of water used and for checking the water-cement 

ratio. The maximum water-cement ratio was .35 or 4.0 gallons/sack on the 

Fairb<lnks 8ridge Deck Rep<lir project. 
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2.4.1 SHI~INKAGE Cf<ACKS 

ManufLlcturers' literature for latex-modified concrete has pointed out 

that either excessive sunlight exposure to the freshly poured concrete sur

face prior to placing curing material, the concrete mix being too dry, or 

excessive heat during the pour may cause rapid hydration resulting in sur

face cracking. The Minnie Street Bridge was scheduled for concrete place

ment during hot weather so it was decided to start the pour at 4: 00 a.m. 

to avoid the heat of the day. The pour was completed by 12:00 noon. Doth 

Dow (Dow Chemical manufactures a styrene-butadiene latex modifier with 

the same composition as Dylex 1186) and Polysar recommend that the latex

modified material not be placed at temperatures greater than 85°F. Prior to 

the Minnie Street pour, the workers handfinishing the concrete had not 

worked with a material that set up as quickly as the UvlC. By the end of 

that pour they had fallen behind the finishing machine and in order to 

finish around the last two drains they had to sprinkle the concrete heavily 

with water. A few small shrinkage cracks developed in that area. For the 

pours on the other bridges, the days were cool and cloudy causing no 

further problems. The finishers also became more familiar with the mate

rial, and the amount of effort necessary to finish at the curb was reduced 

by changing the radius so that they were able to keep up with the mobile 

mixer. It is hard to put a limit on the finishing time because it depends on 

the weather and product. Ideally, the surface should be finished and 

ready for texturing 15 minutes after the material was rlixed. Dow and 

Polysar recommend that a construction dam or bul khead be installed if 

there is a delay of the placement operatiOl' exceeding 1 hour in duration. 

During minor delays the manufacturers recommend that the end of the 

plLlcement be protected from drying with several layers of wet burlap. 

The manufacturer of Dylex 1186 recommends that cracks be sealed by 

using 1 part cement, 2 parts fine graded sand and a 60/40 premix of 

latex/ water until a creamy slurry is achieved. This slurry should be 

rubbed into the surface of the cracks until the cracks are not visible but 

the texturing must not be destroyed. To avoid shrinkLlge cracking, the 

finished surface should be covered with a single layer of wet burlap as 

soon as the surface will support it. Either more layers of wet burlap or a 

polyethylene film are placed on top of that for the required 24 hours of 

wet curing. 
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2.4.2 TEXTURING 

A heavy broom finish was the texture chosen for the latex-modified 

wearing course on the Fairbanks Dridge Deck Repair project. Before a 

plastic film formed on the concrete surface, a Nelson Rake (wire bristle 

broom) was used for transverse texturing. 

A survey was made on April 20, 1983 to check the wear on the 

Wendell Street Bridge. After 6 months of service, a wear pattern could be 

seen on the bridge deck, but the rutting was so slight that it was difficult 

to measure. It would be safe to say that the wear was generally less than 

1/16 inch. The heavy broom finish had not worn off. The Minnie Street 

bridge was also checked for wear. It was found that there was less overall 

wear on this deck, but the broom finish had been worn smooth in some 

areas. There was not as heavy a broom finish put on this deck as on the 

Wendell Street bridge. (It might be noteworthy that approximately 50-60% 

of the snow tires sold in the Fairbanks area have studs. 5) 

The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation trainin9 manual on 

latex-modified concrete bridge deck overlays suggests that ideally a metal 

tine with bristles spaced approximately 1/2 inch apart should be used and 

the striations should be uniform and 1/16 inch in depth. Also, overlapping 

strokes and going back over an area should be minimized. It is better to 

leave small areas untextured than to risk damage to the overlay. The 1/2 

inch spacing of the bristles would allow aggregate to rer:1ain in the peaks 

of the texturing and thus minimize initial wear. 
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3.0 DESIGfJ CONSIDERATIONS 



3. 1 SCAr~1 FICATIOtJ 

The literature from the manufacturer of Dylex 1186 latex additive 

recorlrlended that a minimum of 1/11 inch of concrete be rer;loved from the 

existing deck surface for proper bonding. Other literatur'e pointed out that 

this was l1ecessary because latex will not properly bond to oil, rubber, 

epoxy, and other contaminates. 1 The scarifying would also produce a 

rough surface with fractured aggregate surfaces for improved b9nding. 

As Extra Work Order #1 indicates, the contractor agreed to scarify 

the deck a Llinimum of 1/11 inch in exchange for the addition of 1/4 inch to 

the overlay thickness. He started on rAinnie Street bridge using a 

MacDonald Scabbier Type U 11. This is basically a pneumatic tool 19 inches 

wide with 11 bush type bits mounted on pistons. This machine did a very 

good job, but the production rate was much slower than anticipated. rt 

took approximately 157 personhours to scarify 83,978 square feet. On the 

Illinois Street bridge, the contractor used the CMI Autograde Roto-Mill 

Model 375 that was working on the College Road PaVCf:lent Recycling 

project to scarify the deck. The Roto-Mill was on the bridge deck (3,972 

square feet) for 4 1/2 hours, and it scarified the deck with the same teeth 

used on asphalt pavement. There were some areas that had to be done 

using the scabbier because of a lack of concrete cover over the reinforcing 

steel. Oecause of the 9 foot 5 inch width and instrumentation of the 

Roto-Mill, a more uniform profile and cross-section was obtained after 

scarification than with the scabbier. This is part of the reason for the 

reduced overlay quantity on the Illinois Street deck. 

The contractor planned to use the Roto-r·.1i II on the Wendell Street 

bridge, but it was being used elsewhere and/or it broke down. Therefore, 

he used the r.lacDonald Scabbier Type U11 and rented a Type U7. The U7 

has only 7 heads and covers an area 15 3/4 inches wide. With these two 

scabblers it took 474 personhours to scarify the entire deck (11,973 square 

feet). This was the main reason that the deck repair was cor.lpleted in 50 

days instead of 30 days. 

The scabbier is a good reliable piece of equipment for scarifying 

smalr areas. However, the production rate is generally not sufficient to 

scarify 1/4 inch off entire bridge decks. The Cf'AI Autograde Roto-Mill 

IAodel 375 has a much higher production rate but is wide and heavy. Be-
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cause of its width, tile Roto-Mill CdlHlOt follow the cOlltour of the deck <1:; 

closely ;IS might be necessilry when rebal' cover is ,\ problem. Rebar cover 

should be checked carefully before a Roto-Ivlill starts working on a bridge 

deck because it will severely damage the deck if even one rebar is con

tacted. Also, the Roto-lilill is a heavy piece of machinery which creates 

vibration that might cause problems 011 long spans. For lon9 spans, 

perhaps <l sr.laller rotary type scarifier would be nore suitable for the job. 

During the scarifying operation, care should be taken to keep con

taminates off the scarified surface. All r.lachinery that r.light leak oil should 

be kept off the scarified deck when possible. If machinery, such as a com

pressor, has to be on the scarified portion of the deck, plnstic should be 

placed under it ,md extreme care should be taken when refueling. If a 

spill does occur, it should be wiped up and contaminated concrete must be 

chipped away immediately. This excavation will not be paid for. The scari

fied deck shall be kept cleaned on n daily basis. 

Relatively accurate project records of the scarifying operation (see 

Example 9) were kept so that an approximate production rate could be 

obtained. The three different pieces of machinery used to sC3rify the deck 

surfiJces iJre listed below. On all three decl,s, the 6 inch wide area adja

cent to the curb could not be reached by the scarifying equipment and 

WiJS chipped by hiJnd with the 15 pound pneumatic hammer using chisel and 

bush bits. One qunrter inch was removed from all three decks. 

MacDonn Id SCiJbbler Type U 11 
MacDonald Scabbier Type U7 
eMI Autograde Roto-Mill Model 

- 19 inch working width 
- 15 3/4 inch working width 
- approxir.1ately 9'5" working width 

Bridge Scarifying Equipment 
Time to 

Scarify Deck 
Production 

Rate 

1 .. 1innie Street MacDona Id Scabbier 
Type U11 

15 pound pneumatic 
hammer 
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157 personhours 

30 personhours 

26ft.2/ 
personhour 

4.5 ft.2/ 
personhour 



[3 ridge 

Illinois Street 

Wendell Street 

personhour 

Scarifying Equipment 

eM I Roto-Mi II 
IAacDona Id Scabbier 
Type U11 (used to go 
over areas Roto-IAi II 
did not complete 
acceptably) 

15 pound pneumatic 
hammer 

Ti I'IC to 
Scarify Deck 

4 1/2 hours* 

45 1/2 person hours 

34 person hours 

IvlacDonald Scabbier 290 personhours 
Type Ull 

MacDonald Scabbier 184 

Type U7 
15 pound pneumatic 

har.1mer 
11 0 personhours 

*This does not include approximately 3 hours of set-up time. 

3.2 EXPNJSION JOINTS 

Production 
Rate 

approx. 
800 ft. 2/ 

hour 

4.0 ft.2/ 
personhour 

25.5 ft. 2 / 

person hours 

3.7 ft.2/ 
personhour 

I\t the preconstruction conference for Project X20143, Fairbanks 

[Jridge Deck Repair, the Maintenance and Operations personnel present 

expressed concern that the expansion joints in the deck of Cushman Street 

Bridge were not going to be raised which would produce a 1 inch dip in 6 

linear feet (3 foot taper each side of the joint). 1\ letter from fAaintenance 

and Operations goes on to say that this would cause greater traffic impact, 

and winter maintenance equipment would gouge into the deck on each side 

of the expansion joints. The expansion joints will be modified as described 

in Extra Work Order #2, Appendix 1\. ~Jote that the steel plates will be 

skip welded so that the concrete will not be heated to excessive tempera

tures. This modification would produce a smooth riding b"idge deck and a 

full depth overlay at the expansion darns will provide insurance against 

spalling. 
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3.3 cUlm "I\EY" 

Beciluse ILltex-modified concrete flows too much to be worked onto (l 

vertical filce, the initially required 2 inch radius was found to be 

extremely difficult to work into the curb. A great deal of patching was 

required 011 the curb of Minnie Street I3ridge. The required radius was 

reduced to 1 inch on Illinois Street Bridge. That was an irlprovement but 

still difficult to work with, and the finished product was only marginally 

acceptable. On Wendell Street Bridge, the detail was changed and a 1/2 

inch radius was used. EWO #3 shows the detail used on that deck. This 

new detail produced a good finished product without much patching. 

Since the bonding properties of the latex-r:lodified concrete are very 

good, the "key" might not be necessary on future projects. Instead, a 

better result may be produced by scarifying 1/4 inch of the curb surface 

to be bonded. Also, a small radius r:lust be used with latex-modified con

crete. This could also reduce the project cost. 

3.4 TWO-LAYER OVERLAY SYSTEM FOR CATHODIC PROTECTlotl 

From the experience on the Fairb,mks bridges, it was found that 

corrosion is concentrated where there is a lack of concrete cover over the 

rebar. Therefore, if a bridge deck is distressed enough to warrant cathod

ic protection, there might be a problem r.1aking saw cuts in the existing 

deck without hitting rebar or causing near shorts in the cathodic protec

tion system. 

On Wendell Street Bridge, several areas were encountered where the 

concrete was not delar:linated, but it provided only about 1/2 inch of cover 

over the reinforcing steel. These areas varied in size from 20 feet to only 

a couple of feet in length along the anode slot lines. Two methods were 

ilvailable to solve this problem: patching or adding an overlay. Trying to 

patch all of these areas to obtain sufficient cover would have led to addi

tional problems. Since feathering of the patch r:laterial is not il good prac

tice, the vertical edges of the patches would have caused a problem during 

the saw cutting process. The latex sUPl1liers' written recorunendations say 
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til,lt the depth of illl overlay layer should be ilt leilst twice that of the 

I'l;]ximurn aggretjate size ill the rlix. SOrle of the piltch areas were IOGlted 

sllch that in order to meet that requirement and retain a 'OrlOoth profile, 

the deck grildc for the overlay would have had to be raised, which in turn 

would have increased the quantities considerably. Therefore, the pacho

meter survey (this survey determines the depth of the reinforcing steel 

below tlw surfilce of the deck using a pacholTleter) should be studied prior 

to determining what method to use. The cathodic protection system subcon

tractor was si.ltisfied if the bottom of the Si.lW cut Wi.lS 1/4 inch above <311 

reinforcing steel. I n the case of Wendell Street Bridge, it W<3S decided to 

use a two-l<3yer overlay systeM since its cost to the state was approxi

Mately equal to p<3tching and then overlaying. 

First a nominal 3/4 inch l<3yer of latex-modified concrete was placed 

using a coarse aggregate with a maxir.lUm size of 3/3 inch (AASHTO #8). 

This layer could be ei.lsily Si.lW cut leaving at least 1/4 inch of cover over 

all reba r. After the ci.lthod ic protection system Wi.lS installed, the deck was 

overlaid with 1 inch of latex-modified concrete that had i.l. maximum coarse 

i.lggregatp size of 1/2 inch (AASHTO #7). All of this added work was 

covered by [xtra \Vork Order #4 shown in Appendix A. There is a drawing 

with that [xtra Work Order which shows the details of the two-layer 

overlay method employed which avoided patching, assured that there will 

be enough cover for saw cutting, and allowed the engineer better control 

of the final profile and quantities. 

3 ,-
• J SAW ClJTTltJG 

On tile Wendell Street Gridge, sawing of the new overlay was allowed 

after the concrete reached a compressive strength of 2,000 psi. The cuts 

were clean, and no raveling at the edges was observed. The latex-modified 

concrete cut almost like butter at this strength, but as the strength 

reached 3,000 psi the s<3wing was much slower. With the f"lodel E-230-PAD 

EvereLldy concrete saw the contractor averaged about 12 feet per minute 

sawing the 1/2 inch X 1/2 inch slots in the 2,000-3,000 psi concrete. 
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It was apparent that if the <lI1ode slots for the cathodic protection 

system had been cut into the scarified deck surface ilS ori9in,1lly planned, 

the Eveready concrete saw would have had to be modified to assure that a 

uniform specified depth was obtained. The cutting blades are mounted on 

an arr:l such that any irregularities in the deck would have caused the 

blade to rise or dip by a factor of approximately 2 in relation to the 

irregularity. 

3.6 PIWFILING THE DECK 

On the Wendell Street Bridge, the worst delaMinations encountered 

were located in an area where there was insufficient concrete cover over 

tile reinforcing steel. When profiling the bridge, it was found that there 

was a dip in this area. According to the original as-built bridge plans, 

there was supposed to be 1 1/2 inches of cover in this area, but some of 

the exposed reinforcing steel proved that to be incorrect. It was obvious 

that the lade of concrete cover was not due to wear but due to poor or 

inadequate construction methods and inspection. In order to keep a smooth 

profile and have proper cover over the reinforcin9 steel, the thickness of 

new overlay was increased through this area. The point here is that the 

deck should be profiled and cross-sectioned in the design stage to estimate 

quantities r:1ore accurately than using the bridge as-built. For estimating 

the quantity of latex-Modified concrete needed, the designer should use 

these profile and cross-sections to make a new profile and cross-section 

template. This method would give a relatively accurate quantity. The large 

dip in the Wendell Street Bridge required approximately 18,000 pounds of 

additional r:laterial at a cost of $8,730. 
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3.7 IIKEYII,ICII OF PATCH AREAS 

The recommended 45° angle on the edge of the excavated areas was 

found to be ir:lpractical. Even when using 15 round pneumatic hammers the 

lip of the IIkey ll could be easily spalled. Also, the patch r:laterial and over

lay were roured monolithically, and therefore a sera rate "key" fOI' the 

patch was not necessary. The bonding properties of the latex-modified 

concrete are much better than conventional concrete. If patching is 

required, perhaps a vertical cut should be made to avoid feathering the 

patch. 

3.8 PAY ITEMS 

The items 692 (2) Polymer Modi fied Concrete Patches i1nd 692 (3) 

Polymer Modified Concrete Overlay will represent approximately 65% of the 

funds for the Fairbanks Bridge Deck Repair project when it is complete. 

There were many minor details of work that were incidental to these itens 

which naturally led to a high unit price. Any overruns represented a 

significant increase in the project cost while any underruns would have 

meant a considerilble loss to the contractor. Items such ilS these should be 

further separilted to protect both the state ilnd the contrilctor. Having 

more pay items would help to reduce the cost of this type of project. 

The following are suggested pay itens intended to aid a designer 

working on a bridge deck repair pl'oject and are not meant to be cOr.lplete 

specifications; 

3.8.1 Scarifying (Pay unit square yard) 

This item would include scarifying the deck a minirlum of 1/4 inch 

by machine and hand chipping in areas that the scarifier cannot reach. 

This item would include cleaning the deck each day with a high pressure 

(2,000 psi) water machine and/or compressed <Jir. This item sh<J1I be mea-

sured by the area of deck scarified. The hand chipping at t<Jpers, drains, 

and curbs would also be incidental to this item. 
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3.8.2 Surfilce Prep<.lr<.ltion (Square Y<Jrd) 

This item would include sandblasting and cleaning the deck as re

quired. (Sandblast the entire deck surface and exposed rebar for the first 

overlay and clean with compressed air and/or high pressure water as the 

sandblasting progresses.) The same would be accomplished fol' the prepa

ration for the second overlay. This item shall be measured by the area of 

deck sandblasted, and vertical surfaces of curb shall not be measured but 

will be considered incidental to this iteM. Each preparation for overlaynent 

would be measured separately. 

3.8.3 Hand Chipping (Cubic foot) 

This item would involve excavation with a jackhar:1Lwr to expose 

rebar. It would also include any other areas requiring excaviltion to re

move delaminated concrete or any other excavation approved by the 

Engineer. This item would not include the hand chipping included under 

scarifying. This item would be measured by using a known volume of sClnd 

to fill the excavated areas level with tile scarified deck to obtain a volume 

for these areas. Measurement would be accomplished by Stato forces in the 

presenco of the contractor. The contractor would supply the sand and 

labor to remove and dispose of the materiClI after measurement. 

3.8.4 Latex-Modified Concrete (Cubic yard) 

This iteM would include furnishing, placing, and finishing the vol

ume of latex-modified concrete required for the bridge deck repairs and 

would be measured using the calibrated cement meter on the mobile mixer 

r.linus any quantity that is wasted or rejected. The wClsted or rejected 

material would be measured by volume for deduction. 
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4.0 COST 



4.1 COST ItJFORMATION 

There are two types of repair techniques used on the Fairbanks 

Bridge Deck f~ep<tir project. As mentioned earlier 011 the I.linnie Street, 

III inoi s Street, and Cushman Street Bridges, the del;)I'linated concrete was 

removed, rusted rebar sandblasted, and the decks were overlaid with 

latex-modified concrete. On the Wendell Street Bridge, the above steps 

were taken plus a cathodic protection syster.l was installed. The actual 

construction costs are listed in Tables 1 and 2 for the //iinnie Street, 

III inois Street, and Wendell Street [3 ridges. (Since Cushman Street Dridge 

had not been completed at the time this report was written, the costs for 

that bridge are estimated.) Hopefully this information will be helpful when 

doing an economic analysis of the two types of repairs and will assist in 

future design of repair projects. 

A few facts about these costs should be noted. The overl<ty quanti

ties on Minnie Street and Illinois Street [3ridges varied due to the lack of 

cover over the reinforcing steel on the Minnie Street Bridge and because 

the Roto-Mill, rather than scabblers, was used to scarify the Illinois Street 

!3ridge. The Roto-Mill removed localized high spots which produced a more 

uniformly scarified deck surface, thereby decreasing the overlay quantity 

requi red. 

On all of the bridge decks, additional overlay material was required 

to cover areas of exposed reba r, correct rough profi les, and overcor:le 

non-uniform cross-sections. On the Wendell Street Oridge, there was a 

section where the deck profile dipped abruptly approximately 1 inch for 60 

feet. This was in an area of exposed rebar, and to smooth out the profile 

in this section approximately 18,000 pounds of additional overlay was used 

at a cost of $8,730. 

The added cost for the cathodic protection system on W;~ndell Street 

Bridge includes more thun just the cost of the actual system. The bridge 

deck had to be overlaid twice in order to accommodate the cathodic protec

tion systerl. In other words, there was not enough cover over the rein

forcing steel to saw cut the deck for the anode slots without overlaying 

the deck first. This work is all spelled out in Extra Work Order #4 (See 

Appendix A). A detailed pachometer survey was completed ufter the deck 

had been scarified to determine how much patching would be required in or-
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TABLE 1 - COST FOR CONSTRUCTION ITEMS 

Estimated 
Total 

Item Description Unit Amount 

110(1) ~lobi1 i zati on L.S. $ 31,622.00 

114(1) Construction Surveyi ng L.S. 9,699.00 

115(1) Traffic Maintenallce L.S. 5,884.00 

115(2) Construction Signs L.S. 13,728.00 

116(1) Furnishing Field Office 1._. S. 8,324.00 

691 (1) Wingwall Modification L.S. 43,680.00 

692(1) Repair Reinforcing Steel Lb. 1,466.00 

692(2) Polymer Modified Concrete Lb. 22,1;'5.00 
Patches 

692(3) Polymer Modified Concrete Lb. 390,218.00 
Overlay 

693(1) Cathodic Protection L.S. 103,119.00 

694 (1) Expansion Joint Modification L.S. 8,142.00 

TOTAL Af10UNT $638,007.00 
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TABLE 2 - COST OF REPAIR PER BRIDGE 

Item 

llO(1) 

ll4(1) 

ll5(1) 

115(2) 

116(1) 

691(1) 

692(1) 

692(2) 

692(3) 

693(1) 

694(1) 

Deck Surface Area 

Approximate Area of Delamination 

Description Unit 

Mobilization L.S. 

Construction Surveying L.S. 

Traffic Maintenance L.S. 

Construction Signs L.S. 

Furnishing Field Office L.S. 

Wingwall Modification L.S. 

Repair Reinforcing Steel 

Polymer Modified Concrete 
Patches 

Polymer Modified Concrete 
Overlay 

Cathodic Protection 

Lb. 

Lb. 

Lb. 

L.S. 

Expansion Joint Modification L.S. 

* Bridge completed/Amounts to nearest $1.00 

Cushman Street*** 

11 ,568 Ft. 2 

500 Ft. 2 

Estimated Estimated 
Quantity Final Amount 

All Req'd & 11,651.00 " 
All Req'd 3,601.00 

All Req'd 1,984.00 

All Req'd 4,992.00 

All Req'd 2,914.00 

All Req'd 43,680.00 

780 1,466.00 

7,812 9,843.00 

341,318 165,539.00** 

All Req'd 51,559.00 

All Req'd 8,142.00 

$305,371. 00 

Wendell Street* 

11,973 Ft. 2 

260 Ft.2 

Quantity 

All Req'd 

All Req'd 

All Req'd 

All Req'd 

All Req I d 

All Req'd 

0 

5,387.3 

292,666 

All Req'd 

S 

Amount 

II ,651.00 

3,602.00 

1,984.00 

4,992.00 

2,914.00 

o 

6,788.00 

141,943.00 

51,560.00 

**The remaining amount authorized of all Polymer Patch and Overlay except for $9,843.00. 
***Cathodic Protection system deleted in order to reduce time bridge closed for repairs. 



TABLE 2 - Continued 

riinnie Street* Illinois Street* 

Deck Surface Area 3,978 Ft. 2 3,972 Ft. 2 

Approximate Area of Delamination 750 Ft.2 350 Ft. 2 

Estimated Estimated 
Item Description Unit Quantity Final Amount Quantity Amount 

110(1) ~lobil ization L. S. All Req'd $ 4,160.00 All Req'd $ 4,160.00 

114 (1) Construction Surveying L.S. All Req'd 1,248.00 All Req'd 1,248.00 

115(1) Traffic Maintenance L.S. All Req'd 639.00 All Req'd 1,277.00 

, 115(2) Construction Signs L.S. All Req'd 1,872.00 All Req'd 1,872.00 
0'\ 
U1 , 116(1) Furnishing Field Office L.S. All Req'd 1,248.00 All Req'd 1,248.00 

691(1) I'li rgwa 11 t1odification L.S. 

692 (1) Repair Reinforcing Steel Lb. 0 0 0 0 

692(2) Polymer r~odified Concrete Lb. 1,599.2 2,015.00 2,761.2 3,479.00 
Patches 

692(3) Polymer 110dified Concrete Lb. 83,061 48,175.00 59,588 34,561. 00 
Overlay 

693 (1) Cathodic Protection L.S. 

694(1) Expansion Joint Modification L.S. 

TOT /\L At~OUi'JT $59,357.00 $47,845.00 

*Bridges completed/Amounts to nearest $1.00 



der to ;]ssure 3/4 inch minimum of cover over <:III reb<:lr. Since pdtch 

m;]terial W<:IS $1.26/1b. and overlay rmterial was $. 485/lb., it was deter

mined th<:lt the two-layer overlay method would cost about the same as 

patching and overlaying. If a cathodic protection system had not been 

pl<lnned for the deck, it would not have been necessary to do the added 

patching or overlay with the nominal 1/2 inch more latex-r;lOdified concrete 

required to obtain the 3/4 inch minimur1 cover. Therefore, the cost of the 

added 1/2 inch should be considered in the cost of the cathodic protection 

system; that is, 74,800 pounds at $.485/lb. or $36,278.00. For Wendell 

Street Bridge, a reasonable estimated added cost for the cathodic protec-" 

tion syster.", installation would include $51,559.50 for the cathodic protection 

system and $36,278.00 for the additional overlay required for the installa

tion, for a total cost of $87,837.00. 

The cathodic protection system was turned on October 13,1982. On 

Apri I 13, 1983 the load center meter read 3,880 ki lowatt-hou rs used. This 

averages out to 647 kilowatt-hours per month. The rates for a Fairbanks 

Municipal Utilities System type 81 meter (per month) are as follows: 

$12.000 minimum (for the first 100 kwh) 

$ 0.113/ kwh for the next 300 kwh (100-400 kwh) 

$ 0.095/ kwh for the next 600 kwh (400-1,000 kwh) 

$ 0.078/kwh for anything over 1,000 kwh 

$12.000 connect dlilrge 

$00.000 no disconnect charge. 

For the first 6 months, the systeM cost $69.37 per month or $416.19 

total not including the connect charge. It should be pointed out that there 

is a 720 watt heating element in the rectifier cabinet which was on almost 

continuously during most of this period. The bridge deck was frozen 

Lluring most of this time, and the freezing of the bridge deck increases 

the electrical resistance which slows down the corrosion activity in the 

bridge deck. In other words, there is not really much need to have the 

system on during the winters in Fairbanks because the average daily 

temperatures remain low enough that once the deck gets below about 20°F 

(approxir;]ately 5 months) there is very little corrosion activity. Addi-
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tionally, the resistance of the deck becomes so g re<:lt that higher voltJges 

<:Ire needed to move the current for the cathodic protection system through 

the cleck. 

To reduce the electrical costs, it is recommended that tile cathodic 

protection system be competely turned off when the deck is frozen enough 

(below 20 0 F) so that there will be only insignificant corrosion activity. 

This could be done automatically by placing a thermal switch in the bridge 

deck. tJorton Corrosion Limited, Inc. and Department personnel are 

investigating the possibility of installing a thermal switch on \'Jendell Street 

Bridge. 
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5.0 OTHER DESIGN I(ECOMMEI"WATIONS 



5.1 OTHEr;: DESIGN r:ECOMMENDATlmlS 

There i1re a few ,ldditional things that should be considered in the 

design of bridge deck repair projects. First of all, it would probably be to 

everyone's best interest to have a licensed Corrosion Engineer in on the 

ground floor of the design for a cathodic protection syster.l. The corrosion 

in bridge decks and cathodic protection of bridge decks is not completely 

understood at this time. Therefore, there is not anyone set system that 

will protect all bridge decks. To get the best guarantee that a system is 

going to protect the bridge deck properly, a Corrosion Engineer should do 

the design of the cathodic protection system. 

The possibility of incorporating other construction work such as the 

paving of iJpproaches, repairing of curb iJnd railing, and palilting with the 

deck repair activities should be investigated. 1\ specification is needed so 

that the bridge closure time can be limited, thereby obtainin<] liquidated 

damages fror.l the contractor for failing to perform the work in the desig

nated amount of time. The specifications should be rewritten to require 

that the scarified and sandblasted surface of the bridge deck be kept 

clean. 
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5.2 IMPLEI.\ENTATIOtl 

For future brid~1e deck repair projects, this report will be used ilS 

an <1id for the designer when the pay item specifications ilre being devel

oped and utilized <lS a reference by construction personnel. 

Specifically this report will be distributed as d guide to the 

Department's Highway, Aviation, and Buildings and Harbors Design ilnd 

Construction personnel who are doing work with bridges, overpasses, 

docks, ramps, and other concrete structures which may experience 

corrosion problems associated with the use of salts for dcicinq. Consultants 

doing work in the area of corrosion prevention and corrosion damage 

repair will also receive the report for use at the direction of DepartMent 

personnel. 
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G.O REFEFi.EtKES 



6. 1 r~EFEREt~CES 

1. Lehr.li1nn, Joseph A., P.E., tlorton Corrosion Linited, Inc., Cathodic 

Protection Fundar;lcntal s, 1963. 

2. Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Latex IAodified Concrete 

BridQe Deck Overlay Inspector Guidelines, 1981. 

3. Peratrovich and tlottingham, Inc., BridQe Deck [vnluation at 

Fairbanks, Alaska, I'~ovember, 1980. 

4. Polysar Latex, pylex Latex for 3ridge Hepaving. 

5. Telephone conversations with the Auto Service C0I1pany and Tire 

Vlarehouse in Fairbanks, Alaska. 

6. Dow Chernicill, L.onger Lasting Elridge Decks with Latex Modified 

Concrete. 

7. Dow Chemical, 1\1odifier A Sigrdficantly Improving Concrete's Stre:lgtil 

and Dur_~ilit.Y... 
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, ____ .--l( ------------.,\ 

DEPARllffiNT OF TRANSPORTATION 
AND PUBLIC FACILITIES 

1 EXTRA WORK ORDER NO, _____ _ 

Interior ,Region 2 Sheat----1- of. __ _ 

, X-20143 roJbCt No, __ -, __ 
Contractor Pioneer Masonry Restoration CO., In . 

roj<>Ct Name Fairbanks Bridge Deck Repair Address PO Box 7011 0, Ba 11 a rd Stati on 

Seattle, WA Q8l 

The above designatad Contract is hereby modified in the manner described below. This order is 

supplemental to the above Contract, which is, by refer~ce made ,8 part h~eof. AI,' terms, con· 
ditions and provisions of the Contract, except as speclf .. :ally modIfied heraln, remain unchanged 

and in full force and effect. 

===----- ---
\cceptance of this Extra Work Order constitutes agree· 
nent to the tarms, conditions.,and prices stated. 

ACCEPTED: 

Title 

p-::J3- ??...).. Datll __ L..(L.e:...._~-=-___ - ________ ---j 

============-=-=.===========~=========================================i ~~~----

DESCRIPTION 

In accordance with Section 104-1.02, Alteration of Plans or Work, of the Specifica 
tions, the following changes are hereby made: 

(1) Subsection 692-2.01 Materials of the Special Provisions. 
Change Slump Range (Inches) to read 3-5 
Subsection 692-3.01 Construction of the Special Provisions. 
3. Repair or Replacement of Reinforcing Steel 

Add the following: 
When agreed to by the Engineer the existing damaged reinforcing steel may 
be cleaned and remain in place with the new bar installed and secured 
parallel to the original bar. The replacement bars shall be of the same 
length as would be required when damaged bars are removed, including the 
12" laps. 

4. Polymer- Modified Concrete Patch Repair 
Add the following: 
When agreed to by the Engineer the Modified Concrete Patch material and the 
Modified Overlay material may be poured monolithically. This will be allowed 
only on th.e bridges without Cathodic protection. 

5. POlymer-M\odified Concrete Overlay 
a. Surface Preparation 
Add the following: 
The original concrete bridge deck surfaces shall be scarified to a depth of 
no less than 1/4 " unless authorized otherwise by the Engineer. Care shall be 
taken to avoid damage or debonding of reinforced steel. Unless directed 
otherwise,adequate cover shall remain over the bars to allow cutting as 
required to install the Cathodic Protection Systems without contacting or 
damaging the reinforcing steel. 

,r for'!: 25(J-06S for contiuation, if required A-l 



Continuation Sheet 
Extra Work Order No. 
Project X-20143 

Sheet 2 of 2 

Fairbanks Bridge Deck Repair 

Description Continued 

(3 ) 

(4) 

(5) 

Subsection 692-4.01 Method of Measurement of the Special Provisions. 
Add the following: 
When agreed to by the Engineer the quantity of the polymer-modified patch 
material may be determined by volume measurements of the excavated areas, 
not including the scarified depth, and converted to pounds by using the 
factor of 150 lbs. per cubic foot. The volume of patch material shall be 
agreed to by the Contractor prior to placement of any concrete. The quantity 
of patch material shall be deducted from the overlay quantity when the two 
material s ar.,e poured monol ithically.:, 
When agreed to by the Engineer the polymer-modified concrete may be measured 
by a cal ibrated cement meter and a conversion factor, util izing the approved 
mix design weights, to determine the total weight of concrete placed. Waste, 
and rejected materials shall be deducted from the pay quantity. 

692-5.01 Basis of Payment 
Add thefo 11 owi ng: 
There shall be no increase in cost due to this Extra Work Order except as 
provided for in this document. 
Revise Plan Sheets to detail 1 1/4" t 1/4" of overlay material on the 
bridge deck surfaces that have been scari.fied 1/4". 
The actual thickness of any area of a deck shall be as approved by the Engineer. 

(6) Pay Items and approximate quantity increases under this Extra Work Or~er are: 
Item No. Item Approximate Increase Unit 
692(3) Polymer Modified Concrete Overlay 100,000 pounds 
692(3A) Polymer Modified Concrete Overlay 20,000 pounds 
692(3B) Polymer Modified Concrete Overlay 20,000 pounds 

Payment shall be at the original contract unit prices. 

Pay Items not listed in this Extra Work Order are not affected. 
The estimated cost increase of work performed under this Extra Work Order is 
$73,200.00 

Contract time or the 30 day limit on each bridge closure is not affected by 
this Extra Work Order. 

PLEASE INDICATE YOUR AGREEMENT BY SIGNING, DATING, AND RETURNING THE ORIGINAL 
OF THIS DOCUMENT. 
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State of Alaska 
Department of Transportation 1 2 

and Public Facilities Sheet ___ of _____ 

Backup For: EWO # 1 ·~W~;- _ 
Project No.X-20143 Headquarters Review (If Required) ~ 
Project Name Fairbanks Bridge Qeck Bepajt 

~465,905.QQ ~ 
FHWA (If Required) 

Contract Am GUilt 

YES [X] NO 0 1f1 f' Substantial Change? 
nltla s 

Verbal Approval DJte: 

COMPARISON OF COST DUE TO CHANGE ._-- .. --
FA QUANTITY AMOUNT % CHG. 

ITEM NO. CODE ITEM UNIT PRICE (+ or -I (+ or -I (+ or -) 

Polymer Modified 
0.50 +100.000 t50.000 ,no 34.2.% ~1.L3.l Co _iliLe.rla v ~ 

Pol>'mer Modifiea .' 

692_0hl Concrete Overlay 
Polymer Modified 

il. 0,58 +20.JlQ0 t 11 ...6D 0 ...illl _4.fi~ 

f.Ji9lliB) Concrete Ov~ay JJl. 05R + ?n.nnn + 11 ..fJ)ILOO ~ 

~ 
--

-

~ ! ---1 

I I ! I I --

Prepared By: ~~-n NET CHANGE THIS ORDER + 73 .200. 00 t 15.7% 
r' -----

Pr jeet nglneer 

TOTAL PREVIOUS CHANGES -0-
Prior Change Documents: -

None 
ACCUMULATIVE CHANGE + 73 ,200 .00 1+15.7% 

DESCRIPTION AND REASON FOR CHANGE 

( 1). The original specifications call ed for a 2"_ 4"slump. The Contractor requested 
a change to 5" - 6" and the additive manufacturer's recommend a 4" - 7" slump. 
The compromise of 3" - 5" slump is acceptable to Bridge Design and Regional 
Materials section. The water cement ratio does not change. 

(2}3. The Contractor has requested that existing rebar be cleaned rather than re-
moved when damaged and the new bar tied to existing bar. Bridge Design has no 
objection to this method of repair. This option will only be utilized with the 
approval of the Engineer. 

(2)4. The Contractor has requested the patch and overlay materials be poured mono-
lithically on the bridges that do not have cathodic protection. The additive 
manufacturer's information agrees with this method of placement. 

( 2) 5. The Contractor has requested the scarifing as recommended by the additive 
manufacturer. Thi s work wi 11 be at no cost except for the additional 1/4 II of 
Overlay material required to maintain cover over reinforcing steel. 

---_. ------------~-.-----.-- .... ---------- - ')~ ~&e [,'rrn 25D-065 for continuation, if required A 3 fl4-22 



Continuation Sheet for Backup Sheet 
Extra Work Order No.1 
Project X-20l43 
Fairbanks Bridge Deck Repair 

Description continued 

Sheet 2 of 2 

( 3). This alternate method of measurement will be required to allow the 
monolithic placement of the two different pay items. 

( 4) 

( 5) 

( 6) 

No explanation required. 

This changes the overlay depth detail on the scarified bridge decks. .. :' 

The Increase in these pay quantities are for the 25% increase in overlay 
thickness, existing bridge deck templates that are not uniform, and 
material required to obtain minimum cover over reinforcing steel. 
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Interior 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
AND PUBLIC FACILITIES 

EXTRA WORK ORDER NO. _2 __ 

Sheet-L of _~ -_._--_._-------- Region 

roject No. _X:.f.QJA.3--C.----------

ro;..ct ~Jame Fairbanks Bric!.9..L.!Leck Repair 

ContractorEio.oeer Ma sonry Restora ti.orLlJ.lL.. __ ~"" 

Address PO Box 70ll0, Ballard Station 

Seattle. WA 98107 

The above design.ted Contract is hereby modified in the manner described below. Thi, order is 
.... pplemental to the above Contract, which is, by reference made a part hereof. All terms, con
ditions and provisions of the Contract, except as specifically modified herein, remain unchanged 

and in full force and effect. 

~cceptance of this Extra Work Order constitutes agree· 
nent to the terms, condition ... and prices stated . 

. ACCEPTED: 

Recommended: 

Regional Enginee 

)8te 
-7 _ I 7-- J' .z.-.-Oate __ -'--' ______________ ---1 

==-====--==~======.-=======db===========================4 
. DI;$CRIPTION 

In accordance with Section 104-1.02 ,Alteration of Plans or Work.of the Specification, 
the following changes are hereby made: 
Establish New Item 694(1 ), Expansion Joint Modification: .' 
Description:This work shall consist of fabrication and installation of one (1") inch 

·thick steel plates, as detailed on attached drawing, at the two expansion joints 
located on the Cushman Street Bridge. 
Materials: The steel plates shall meet the requirements of ASTM A-36 or approved equal. 
Wire welding rod shall be ElOXX or approved equal. The Engineer shall be furnished a 
copy of the steel certification and welder(s) certification prior to payment. 
Construction: The welds on the sides of the plates shall be by a skip method,weld 4" 
skip 8", until two (2) continuous passes have been completed. The butt and end joints I 

shall be welded with as many passes as required to obtain a flush surface. The plug 
welds shall be flush when completed. The plates shall be fabricated to lay tight on 
the existing expansion joint prior to welding. The contractor shall verify lengths, L 
widths, and lenghts of sections required to have new plates lay tight on existing ste~l. 
Method of Measurement:Lump Sum Basis. When the basis of payment is lump sum no 
measurement of quantities will be made. 

Basis of Payment: Item 694(1) Expansion Joint Modification shall be paid for at the 
agreed lump sum price of $8,141.39 including all work and materials required. 
Pay Items not listed in this Extra Work Order are not affected. 
The actual cost increase of work performed under this Extra Work Order is $8.141.39. 
Contract time or the 30 day limit on each bridge closure is not affected by this 
Extra Work Order. 
PLEASE INDICATE YOUR AGREEMENT BY SIGNING,DATING, AND RETURNING THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT. 

A-5 
se form 250-065 for contiuation. if required 25D-06J 
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, . ., - , State of Alaska 
Department of Transportation 

end Public Facilities Sheet 1 1 01 ___ 

:'lcku;> For: EWO # 2 Region Review (/ _ 

?IP~ 0, P-~M'~~;r X-20l43 'roiect No; Headquarters Review (If Required) 

>roject Name Fairbanks Bridge Deck Repair 

$465,905.60 
FHWA (If Required) 

:ontract Amount :, 
YESD NO m (!(u./;:/ 

Subs.~ntiai Change? 
Initials 

Verbal A~oval OJte: 

COMPARISON OF COST DUE TO CHANGE 
-- ... - _. -

FA QUANTITY AMOUNT % CHG. 
ITEM NO. CODE ITEM UNIT PRICE (+ or -) (+ or -) (+ or -) 

Expansion Joint New 
694 (1) --- Mod i fi i;a~i on 1~ 8141 3C JUlLe.n'~ .{.:-I: lR _ 1 tn _1Q _Jtpm 

.. :' . 

-

-

-
---1 

I 
I -

':' 

Prepared BY:~ ~ NET CHANGE THIS ORDER (+)8,141.39 1. 7% .----P ject Engineer 

Prior Change Documents: TOTAL PREVIOUS CHANGES 73,200.00 15.7& 
EWO #1 

, 

17.5% 
I ACCUMULATIVE CHANGE (+)81,341.3! 

DESCRIPTION AND REASON FOR CHANGE 
The original plans detail a 1" taper in 3'. at the expansion joints on the Cushman 
St. bridge. The Contractor, State Maintenance and myself believe that these joints 
should be raised due to snow removal, impact on overlay, and riding quality 
probl ems. See attached correspondance for additional information. 
Project personnel contacted a local steel fabricator and with the information. 
obtained and Contractor's submi tta 1 the following estimate was made: 

Labor: Shop 30 hrs @ $40.00 = $1,200.00 
Field 65 hrs @ $ 51 .50 = $3,347.50 

t~aterial s: 3920 lb @ S 0.52 = $2,038.40 
Total $6,585.90 

Overhead plus 1 5~6 987.89 , 
Tota 1 $7,573.79 I 

I Credit for Cone. Excavation not 

I 
Required 564.00 

$7,009.79 - C C i; t r i1 c to '" I S estimate for man hours appears high but is considered acceptable I ' rle 
I .. • .;J: .. r;'crn;ii t'or; ii I'e j let 1 c. -- -~-.---<n':'."'t..r ~- ,.. ..... E: 

c;se :,~,=. ~)~'-D65 for cO:1tinuation, if requiredA-7 Fl4-22 



~ ( . 

DEPARTHENT OF TRANSPORTATION ." 
M1) PUBLIC FACILITIES 

EXTRA WORK ORDER NO,_~_ 

______ -_. --"I-'.n,...,tc.>c",,· J.'~ i"o,wr,--_ Region She~t-1- of __ ~ 

'rojb:t ~!o, ___ A-::2.l.0CJ.l-,,4~3,---__ -______ __ Contrll<:tor Pioneer ~iasonYy Restoration Co. ,I c. 

Fairbanks Bridge Addr~$ __ ~P~.~0~.~B~o~x~7.~O~1~1~O_~B,~a~1~la~r~d~S~t~a~t~i~o~n~l 

Deck Repair Seattle Washin ton 98107 

Yha above design6ted Contract is hereby modified in the manner described balow. This order is 
supp:('m~ntal to the above Contract, which is, by reference made a p3rt hereof. All tarms, con· 
ditions and provi~ions cf thc Contract, except as sp-ecifically modified herein, ramain unchanged 
and in full force and effect. 

= =~--====-=-=-==-=========~r============================ 
o\cceptance of this Extra Work Order ccnstitutes agree
CllBOt to the terms, conditions, .nnd prices stated. 

ACCEPTED: 

~lasonr)' 

Rscommended: 

Date _____ • _______________ _ "7 -- ;;-9 -? Z-Date ___ ~ _____________________ ~ 

='========--='=-=====-=-='~-='=-====~==============================4 

DESCRIPTION 

In accordance with Section 104-1.02, Alteration of Plans or Work, of the 
Specifications~the following changes are hereby made: 

Revise details of curb excavation on plan sheets 7 and 11 (Cushman and 
'.\fendell St. Bridges) to those shown on the attached drawing. 

Reduce the existing unit price of 50 cents per pound for Item 692(3), 
Polymer Modified Concrete Overlay, by 1.5 cents to a new unit price of 
48.5 cents per pound. 

---Pay items not listed in this Extra Work Order are not affected. 

It is estimated that this Extra Work Order will decrease the contract 
amount by $5,884. 

Contract time or the 30 day limit on each bridge closure are not affected 
by this Extra Work Order. 

PLEASE IJ\DIC.~.TE ·YOUR AGREEMENT BY SIGNING, DATI~G AND RETURNING THE ORIGINAL 
OF THIS DOCU~IENT. 

_._-.. _-----_._._ .... __ ... _-_ ... ---_ .. _---.. __ ._----_._---
-------.----~ 

if required A- 8 



C. BY ................ OATE .................. .. .JOB NO ....... __ .. _ ......... _ ..... _ 
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( State of Alaska C Department of Transportation 
nnd Public Facilities Sheet_.-l_ of __ 4 ___ 

-
H::ckup For: _ E. 11'.0. Tf5 ?~Ji~~ ~view . ~~ 

X-20143 
0,-1 (j J/ 1// /--- . - ~ 

rrOiect No. 
~ __ e-,,\}-(, f. t., (... I.' I ~ /1- f.,..J":V" .(! ~I 

Headquarters Review (If Required) I i-airbanks Bridge 
Deck Repair Project Name_ 

$465,905.60 
fHWA (If Required) 

Contract Amoullt !) 
~ (;(1 1,-

Su bst~nti;..1! Change? YESD NO L'i'({, (~ 
Initials 

~ 

Verbal AJ;IJroval DJte: 

COMPARISON OF COST DUE TO CHANGE -- .--- - . - -
FA QUANTITY AMOUNT % CHG, 

ITEM ~IO. CODE ITEM UNIT PRICE (+ or -I (+ or -) (+ or -) 
Polymer Modified 

(92(3) NA Concrete Overlay Lb. 0.50 -392,260 -:.196,130.0 -100 

692(3) 
P0\ymer Modified 

Lb. 
" 

NA Concrete Overlay 0.485 +392,260 +190,246.1 +100 r---
NOTE: THIS IS A REDUCT ON IN UNIT PRI ~E 

t -i-
, , 

I -
~------ I I -

I I ! ! I I-- -

Prepared By:CJyde Tjlman NET CHANGE THIS ORDER -5,883.90 -1. 3 
Project Engineer ----

Prior Change Documents: TOTAL PREVIOUS CHANGES +81,341.39 +17.5 
-

E.W.O. #1, #2 
111.0. "A","B", "e" ACCUMULATIVE CHANGE +75,457.49 +16.2 _. 

DESCRIPTION AND REASON FOR CHANGE 

The contractor has requested this change as noted in his attached letter. 
I concur with ;lis comments and believe that we can obtain an equal or 
better product at a reduced cost. See attached calculations for reduced 
costs due to this modification. 

A-l0 I -- . -- . ~.--



lOt 2 of 4 
--'---

Centilluiltion Sheet for 

Project X-20l43 Fairbanks Bridge Deck Repair 

Estimate of Cost Reduction 
For Curb Excavation Modification 

(Cushman & Wendell 
Approx. 1300 LF 
of Curb) 

1:2" x 3" Key 

Exc. .. 1 man 15 hrs/l00 LF x 35.00 ;. 525.00 

Finishing 
Overlay 1 man 1 hr/l00 LF x 35.00 = 35.00 

Exc. 

Finishing 
Overlay 

560.00/100 LF Key 

!.:z" X 1~1I Key 

1 man 5 hrs/100 LF x 35.00 

1 man 1:2 hr/100 LF x 35.00 

192.50/100 LF Key 

560.00 
- 192.50 

Original Key/IOO LF 
Modified Key/100 LF 

= 

= 

367.50 Reduction/IOO LF Curb Excavation 

560.00 

175.00 

17.50 

192.50 

367.50 X 1300 LF = 4,777.50* (Cushman & Wendell St. Bridges) 

Hanhours required for original excavation is from previolls 
bri(lge work agaillst manhours checked on saolple of modified 
excavation. 

*This fjgure should be consi(1ered in ]'c];ltion to originill 
plan qllantity. 

A-ll 



( /'-;' 
DEPARTMENT Of TRANSPORTATION 

AND PUBLIC FACILITIES 

EXTRA WORK ORDER NO. _4 __ 

__ ~I~n~t~e~r~i~o~r ______________ Region 2 Sheat---1- of ___ _ 

Project No. ___ .2.-_2::.0~14.:.:::..3--_--__________ _ Contractor __ Pioneer ~lasonry Restoration 

Pro;..ct Name_ Fairbanks Bridge Addr~s ___ ~P~.~O~.~B~ox~7~0:~1~1~0~B=a=I=1~a~rd~~S~t=a=t=i~o~n~_~ 

Deck Repair Seattle, Washington 98107, 

The above designated Contract is hereby modified in the manner described below. This order is 
supplemental to the above Contract, which is, by reference made a part hereof. All terms, con
ditions and proviSions of the Contract, except 8S specifically modified herein. remain unchanged 
and in full force and effect. 

Acceptance of this Extra Work Order constitutes agree· 
ment to the terms, conditions, and price. stated, 

ACCEPTED: 

Pioneer Masonry 
----------~-------

__ ""0-V2_ 
Date _____ ~ __ ~ ___ ~O~ ___________ ~ 

DESCRIPTION 

In accordance with Section 104-1.02 Alteration of Plans or Work, of the Specifications 
the following changes are hereby made: 

It is understood that the reason for this change requested by the contractor, is to 
assure a minimum of 3/4" cover over reinforcing steel, to allow cutting of Cathodic 
System anode slots. 

This change has been accepted over other proposals because it allows the Engineer 
more control over total quantity of material required. This quantity will be kept 
to a minimum due to deck loading and total cost. The contractor shall provide time 
and personnel as required to adjust paving controls (rails and finishing machine) 
as required by the Engineer. 

692-2.01 Materials 

3. Polymer - Modified Concrete 

Slump Range - Change to read: 2 - 7 

Coarse Aggregate (AASHTO Gradation) Add the follOldng: No.8 shall be 
used when placing the first (lower) layer of a two layer overlay. The 
same mix design shall be used for No.7 and No. 8 Coarse Aggregate. 

Fine Aggregate: 
10 - 35. 

Change specification on fine aggregate #50 sieve to read: 

use for~ 2SC-C6S for cantiuatian, if required A-12 



( 
t~2-3,(11 r0n~trlJction 
-, --- - -+---++--,-,- ----.--.-.-

. ~'r - :-: ",,11 f,i ed \..' _~'_~~~L ::. _DyCl~: i:;~ 
~"'~: .~)2.S: J'l~l: C2.~~,i_J~t~ 

' .... '. 

( 

The Polymer - ~lodified COflcrete Overlay on the Wendell Street Bridge shall 
be placed in two separate la)'ers as shown on attached drawing. The entire 
surface of the deck shall be sand-blasted and kept clean prior to placement' 
of each lift. There shall be no sand-blasting or cutting of slots for the 
Cathodic System until the material has cured to 3,000 PSI or as approved 
by the Engineer. The surface of the first layer shall be finished as approved 
by the Engineer. All materiai shall be placed as recomlnended by the manufac
turer/supplier and as approved by the Engineer. 

692-4. 01 ~,;et];od of ~Ieasurement 

Polymer ~Iodified Concrete Overlay placed in two layers shall be measured the same 
as material placed in one layer (per pound). 

6_~-=-~JD-.Jl_a~}_~~~J2~ent. Add the following: 

Folymer \lodified Concrete Overlay placed in two layers shall be paid at the same 
unit price as material placed in one layer (,\8.5 cents per pound), Increase 
Pay Item 692tJ) Polymer I~odified Concrete Overlay by 205,740 pounds. 
Th e Engi neer sha II have the opU on of plac i ng the Polymer \Iod j fj cd Cone ret e Over1 ay 
materjal on the Cushman Street Bridge deck in the one layer or two layer method 
(see attached drawing) at the existing contract unit price of 48.5 cents per pound. 

Pay items not listed in this Extra Work Order are not affected. 

It is estimated that this Extra Work Order will increase the contract amount by 
$99,783.90. 

Contract time is not affected by this Extra Work Order. The 30 day limit on the Wendell 
Street Bridge closure is increased to 45 days. 

PLEASE INDICATE YOUR .A.GREHIENT BY SIGNING, DATING AND RETURNING THE ORIGINAL OF THIS 
DOC~IENT . 

A-13 
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I 

\ State of Alaska ( 
Department of Transportation 

'-. 

lind Public Facilities Sheet 1 2 01 ____ 

3acku;> For: E.II'.O. #4 Region Revie'W 

/J, ff. £ .b?! X-20143 'roject No. Headquarters Revj~ (If Required) Fairbanks Bridge 
'roiect Name _ Deck Repair 

~465,905.60 
FHWA (If Requi~ed) 

::ontract Amount 

Substantial Change? VEsD NOW ~ 
Initla S 

Verbal Approval DJte: 
-

COMPARISON OF COST DUE TO CHANGE --... - - --
FA QUANTITY AMOUNT 0/0 CHG. 

ITEM NO. CODE ITEM UNIT PRICE (+ or -) (+ Or -) (+ or ) 

692 (3) NA 
Polymer Modified 
Concrete Over1av Lb. 0.485 +205",740 + 99,783.90 +69% 

• .~J 

-

-
*% base on origina plan amoun~ 

- , 

I -
-

---- I ---I. 

I I 
I I - -

P ed B Clyde Tilman NET CHANGE THIS ORDER + 99,783.90 +21. 4 repar y: 
Project Engineer -----

Prior Change Documents: TOTAL PREVIOUS CHANGES + 75,457.49 +16.2 
-

EWO #1, #2, #3 
WO "A", "B", tiC" ACCUMULATIVE CHANGE +175,241.39 +37.6 

DESCRIPTION AND REASON FOR CHANGE 

The attached contractor's letter explains they are of the opinion that using patch 
material in areas to obtain the cover, over the reinforcing steel, required to allow 
sal>' cutting of slots for the Cathodic System is not the intended purpose of the item 
and would not insure adequate cover at all locations. 

I do not completely agree with their conclusions but the plans are slim on details 
and to expedite the opening of the bridge and to avoid a probabl~ claim situation, 
I have decided to recommend' these changes to correct the problem. 

Bridge Design has been contacted and the proposed changes are within the allowable 
increase in loading as discussed (1/2" over original plan detail) . 

Listed below ar.e the separate dimensions: 

1. ~Iaterial required to replace scarified deck 1/4" - See E.W.O. #1. 
~ Plan nominal 1" -. 
- Tncrc3::e allo~ed by Bridge Design 1/2". .J • 

'Jhcoc· toe:ll 1-3/~" the :;ame as proposed 0\'e1'}:;\·5. 
A-15 ' 



Sheet 2 of 2 

Continuation Sheet for ____ Ba_c_k_·-_u~p __ o_f __ E_._W_.O __ ._#_4 __________________ ___ 

Project Name & Nwnber ____ ~X_-2~O~1~4~3~~F~a~i~r~b=an~k~·s~B~r~i~d~g~e~D~e~c~k~R~epLa~l~'r~ __ 

Listed below are the total estimated overlay quantities for Wendell Street Bridge: 

1. Original Plan Quantity. 148,000 Lbs. 
2. Material to replace scarified deck 37,400 Lbs. 
3. ~Iaterial required to bring the existing varying deck cross-section to a uniform 

template and profile 56,000 Lbs. 
4 .. Total required prior to E. W.O. #4 241,400 Lbs. 
5. Extra material required by E.W.O. #4 (l/2") 74,800 Lbs. 
6. Total estimated material required 316,200 Lbs. 

This E.W.O. in effect changes 24,000 Lbs. of material from patch (1.26/Lb.) to overlay 
(0.485/Lb ) for a reduction in cost of $18,60~.00 and also in~reases overlay material 

~ z' required (l/2") by~,;57,40Q. Lbs. (0.485/Lb.) 0 ~9.00. The net effect of this 
Extra Work Order is no increase of the total estimated cost. The increase on the face 
document actually~eflects the estimated additional material not authorized by change 
document (202,740 Lbs.) required to complete both the Wendell Street and Cushman Street 
Bridges. 

The change in the slump specification is as recommended by the supplier of the latex 
material and is practical as shown by actual placement of the material. 

The change in fine concrete aggregate specifications is as discussed with Regional 
Materials Section. 

(j) 5J;o"!~/ ye-gd 71; goo L/;, 

@ Show;,) rc:;c/!/.J G
1 

Z 78 

(9 ShOt/lei ftt."J J!;1; (78 

ihcn; w:?s no O'c fwa / IVICJ(.'3~C· /)1 c.o:;f 

d~ f() (.CI117 ;;/.Jc. fp con!".(}/-IJ;e. (Ie./d. 
~< e::, P",::.d ~H;)n rtf 1&5 ~/ 

71/.111.;'1'7 4 -/S-83' 
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14·21 E 
:2·74) 

ST ATE OF ALASKA 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 

( 

WORK ORDER NO. __ ".:...:A_" __ _ 

_____ ~I~n~t=er~io~r~ ____________ _ District Sheet_1_of_l __ _ 

>roiect No. --.!:..2~0~1~4!.:3~ __________ __ Contractor . Pioneer Masonry Co., Inc. 

'roject Name Fairbanks Bridge Deck Repair Address __ ~P~. _0:::..:... -.:B::.:o:::x:.-.:.7.:::0~1~1 0:::.....-. _______ _ 

Seattle, Washington 98107 

Performance of the above Contract is hereby ordered as stated hereon. 

Receipt Acknowledged: Recommended: ~ ~ 

Cly~rf.p;Oj ec~ E~·-g-l:-· n-e-e-r-------I 
SEE BELOW 

:Ontractor 

Issued: 58/'?? e:. 
Title :Ontractor Representative 

Date _. __ -=6=--..:./.~£:7~-8=_· _L=-________ -l Date ________________ . __ --_____ ___ 

DESCRIPTION 

This Work Order is to confirm verbal authroization allowing the original 
bridgedeck concrete surface to be scarified to a depth of ~ inch. This 
work shall be at no additional cost to the State except for the increased 
quantity of Polymer Modified Concrete Overlay which shall be paid at the 
original bid unit prices under Item 692(3) Basic Bid, Supplement "A" and 
Supplement. "B". 

PLEASE INDICATE YOUR AGREEMENT BY SIGNING AND DATING 

Ison, Superintendent 
Pioneer Masonry Restoration Co., Inc. 

A-17 

'~ FOf'n 14 22a for ('Orltlnul.llion, if rllQuirt.'CI. 



--·----·1 ------.--.-------. -,--C 
State of Alaska I 

Departmont· of 'l'r"nsportal'ion I 
ilnd Publk Faci!itie:; I "B" 

WORK ORDER NO. ______ _ 

Interior Region Sheet_1_of_.l __ _ 

X-20143 
Proj~ct No .. _. ____ . ___ _ 

. Fairbanks Bridge Deck Repair f'roJe,·t rJnooe __________ ._ .. ____ . ___ .. _____ ._ 

This work order is to confirm vex·hal a·prrroval of the facilities 

furnished under Item 1l6(~)_,. Furnishing and Maintaining Field 

Office, with the agreement that they wi.ll be relocated to each 

bridge site during construction. 

--_. ---_ .. __ .. _-_ .. _-_._--._-_ .. - .. _._.-... -... __ ........ _ ..... __ .. _ ..... __ ... __ .. - --_. __ .. - .. -_._ .. _--------_._----
use form 25D-065 tor continuation, if A-1B 25D-061 

14-2lE 



14·21E 
:2·74) STATE OF ALASKA 

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 

( 
r 

"c" WORK ORDER NO. ____ _ 

______ I_n_t_e_r_i_o_r _______ District 

"reject No. __ X_-_2_0_14_3 __________ _ 

Fairbanks Bridqe Deck Repair >roject Name ___________ -'-__ _ 

Sheet_1 _of_l_ 

Contractor Pioneer Masonry Restoration CO., Inc. 

Address PO Box 70110, Ballard Station 

Seattle, WA 98107 

Performance of the above Contract is hereby ordered as stated hereon. 

Receipt Acknowledged: Recommended: 

Clyde Tilman Project Engineer 

Issued: ~~~~F--o-2J-=-. ........ ~..-.~~=.c.-___ I 

Date __ ~~~~_~~~~ __________ _ Date __ --<-7_-.:.-I_?_-_8--'-G _______ -I 

OESCR IPTION 

The use of AASHTO gradation #67 (1"minus) is approved 
for class "A" course concrete agqregate deleting the requirement 
for two stockpiles of course aqgregate. 

The 6 sacks per cubic yard and (-)1" agqreqate shall be 
noted on the delivery receipt, with a copy to the Engineer. 

A-19 
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( 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
AND PUBLIC FACILITIES "0" 

OIA~lGE ORDER NO. ____ _ 

Interior District 

X-20143 Prcject No. ___ _ 

Fairbanks Bridge Deck Repair Project N'Ime 

kltJR k' 1 
Sheet_'_of __ _ 

ContractorPioneerMasonry R~storation Co., Inc. 

Address PO Box 70110, Ballard Station __ _ 

Seattle, WA 98107 

The follow,ing change(sl in the above Contract are hereby ordered, in accordance with the terms of the 
Contract, and under the terms and conditions stated hereon. 

Receipt Acknowledged: 

Issued: &/~ 
Engineer 

Date _ ~ - ~_c:J_--,"q,Gs.k--=o... _____ _ Date _--->.!?"'---....:J.'-'t:J_-_tfl_Z-_________ _ 

DESCRIPTION 

This work order is to notify you in writinq of our concern 
with the bonding properties of the conductive grout interferring 
with the bonding of the two layers of modified concrete. This 
grout has been placed on the surface of the deck at the edges of 
the anode slots for a total width, including the slot width, varying 
from !oil to 3". The grout rna teri a 1 has not been placed as detailed 
on the plans or described in the manufacturer's(of the cathodic system). 
written installation instructions. 

You are directed to remove excess grout material that 
extends over 1/8" from the edqes of the anode and header cable slots 
unless we receive adequate written assurances that our concerns 
are without merit. 

This work order puts into writing our concern that has 
been expressed verbally in several conversations with Bob Olson 
and Jack Tinnea. . 

v~r;eS ';'(.fo ai' I 
F;r\i51-te.d ~k Sv.~c..eJ /.. . --

Af'.at$ ot C()"~U'rt 
CO'\'$·,de.re.d I'sl ;~ht\y "ver+ill~~11 

CoY\d.v...c..-\tve.. Grou..+ 
i6>T Lo..ye.r 0+ Mod.,CClr\c.. Anode; Slot{or "'~Co.bk 510+) 

sco-~~ f~e.d 1:>ec-k SLAr{.().~7 ---. No.\- +0 SCAle. 

Closs Se..c...hoV\ 0+ 'be.c...k 0..+ Anode.. 510+ 
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I nteri or 

X-20143 

State of Alaska 
Department of Transportation 

and Public Facimie .. 

Region 

'roj~ct No .. ______________ _ 

--- . -' .t. :._ . 

( 

"E" WORK ORDER NO. __ . 
Sheet_'_of __ _ 

Fairbanks Bridge 'roject rJ,,,ne _____ . ________ _ Address _-.:..P:.,. . ...:0:"::'-=:.Bo::.:xc:...;.7...::0...:,.1.:-1 0"--________ _ 

Deck Repair -._-_._-- --------- ____ -'-S~a ttl e, Wa s h i ngtQ..!L.3.=8-,-,1 0""'7 ___ _ 

Performance of the above Contract is hereby orriered ilS stated h~reon. 

':.::s=:'='=:.:=;':~-=:::O:=-"=--=-=============;r.======== 

iece;pt Acknowledged: Recommended: 

=-~!7r l1asonry Restoration Co. 

;0 ~ ::::! ~~_ ~ i!. V~ IJ.iLI4f,.,-, 
;ontraCtor Repres~ntative ~ Title 

Issued: ~-T~, __ _ 
'l ~ I <;' f: (/")...... 

)ilte •• F~/..t;L.-D--~--------- Date _ 5C-j.7~ .e~...l.?e ?_. ___________ _ 

DESCRIPTION 

This work order is notification that contract time has been suspended; as 
of 5:00 PM September 8, 1982, due to tnclement weather conditions possible 
in the near future and the need to complete all construction prior to re
opening a bridge after beginning repairs. You will be notified by w.ork 
order· when contract-time_ is......resumedo:· . 

In accordance with the second paragraph of Section 108-1.06.1 of the Standard 
Specifications, contract time shall not be charged during this suspension. Of 
the total contract time of 180 calendar days, 121 days have been used to date, 
leaving a balance of 59 caleridar days. 

This project is also accepted for maintenance as of 5:00 PM September 8, 1982, 
except for Item 693(1), Cathodic Protection on the Wendell Street Bridge, 
which will be accepted when the system is operational. You will be notified 
by work order when to resume maintenance. 

US(e form 25D-065 f or cant inua tioD. if required A-21 
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MATERIALS INSPECTION SUMMARY 
Project No. ________ _ District No. ___ _ 

Termini _________ _ Contractor ___________ _ Date ______ _ 

Contract Quantity Number of Tests 
Item Haterials Item Used Source [(eaui red Run Test Rel!0rt Numbers 
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MATERIALS INSPECTION SUMMARY 
Project No. ________ _ District No. ___ _ 

Termini _________ _ Contrac tor __________ _ Date ______ _ 

Contract Quantity Number of Tests 
Item Haterials Item Used Source fteQuired [~un Test f(e~ort Numbers 
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MATERIALS INSPECTION SUMMARY 
Project No. _______ _ District No. ___ _ 

Termini ------------------ Contrac tor ____________ _ Date ______ _ 

Contract Quantity Number of Tests 
Item Haterials Item Used Source [teQui red [tun Tes t ite~ort Numbers 
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42289 DELANY ROAD • ZION. ILUNDIS 60099 • (312J 746-9090 
SUPPLIERS OF LATEX CONCRETE MOOIFIER 

SUGGESTED SPECIFICATIONS FOR NEW DeCK OVERLAY AND BRIDGE 
DECK REPAIR AND OVERLAY WITH LATEX MODIFIED CONCRETE. 

ESCRIPTION 
his work shall consist of constructing a protective wearing course of latex 
lodified mortar or concrete on the prepared surface of newly constructed 
Jncrete bndge decks or pavements before these surfaces have been 
<posed to traffic or other contaminates detrimental to achieving bond at 
Ie time of placement. 

!ATERIALS 

he matenals used in producing modified Portland cement mortar or 
)ncrete shall meet the reqUirements of the matenals details section of 
Ie sta~dard soeclfications for highway construction or as detailed herein. 

Portland cement shall be non-alfentraining cement of recent manufac
ture. free of lumps and conform to the requirements of ASTM C·150 for 
Type I. (Type II Penn·DOT). 

B. Sand shall be clean and sharp and conform to the reqUirements of 
ASTM C-33 for concrete sand. 

C. Coarse aggregate shall be clean. sound crushed stone or crushed 
gravel meeting the requirements of AASHTO MBO. The maXimum sIZe 
particle shall not be larger than ,.," and in no case greater than one halt 
the depth of section to :be placed. 

D. Latex emulsion admixture-formulated latex admixture shall be a 
non-hazardous. film forming. polymenc emulsion In water to which all 
stabilizers have been added at the pOint of manufacture and shall be 
homogeneous and Uniform In compOSition. 

The latex shall be styrene-butadiene polymeric emulsion in 
which the polymer comprises 46-50% of the total emulsion. The 
polymer shall contain 64% styrene and 36% butadiene . .:.2%. 

POLYMER CEMENT MIXTURE DESIGN: 

rHE POLYMER CEMENT MORTAR OR CONCRETE SHALL BE DESIGNED BY THE ENGINEER 
AND MEET THE FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS. 

MATERIAL OR PROPERTY POLYMER PORTLAND POLYMER PORTLAND 
CEMENT MORTAR CEMENT CONCRETE 

AVERAGE THICKNESS LESS THAN 1" 1" AND GREATER 
CEMENT CONTENT SACKS/CYD 8.0 7.0 
u\TEX EMULSION GAUSACK 3.5 3.5 

'WATER, GAUSACK 2.5 2.5 
AIR CONTENT, % OF Pu\STIC MIX 
ACC. TO AASHTO T-152 4-9 3-6 

'*SLUMP, INCHES 4-7* 4-7" 
PERCENT FINE AGGREGATE 
AS % OF TOTAL AGG. 
BY WEIGHT 100 50-55 

"'WEIGHT RATIO OF 
CEMENT: SAND: C;OARSE AGG. 1 :2.4:2.1 

DRY BASIS 
AGG. SPG. = 2.65 --

'OTES: 
. n.e nel waler added shall be adJusled to control the slump traH,c vlbralions do not affect the measuremenl 

...... ,thm the prescribed limits as defined by slumps vs. water- ••• The dry weight raiiOS are apprOXimate and should prODuce 
cement ral.os of 0.35 and 040 by weight for malenals being accurale Yield and good wor,ablilly bul due 10 gradallon 
uSt:d changes and"v r variable specillc gravity may be adjusted Wln1!f\ 

•. TrJ: ~i'..Jrnp Sh?:1 bE: mea~.ui'ej ~ :0:' m'nutes after dlscharqe limits by the engln(;er A maXimum 2dJustr-:-"en~ 01 0 2 may be 
":.c",- ~",~: ~r:':.',ei, Du';:"- 'r"'5 'J .. ;~ili:-l;i fjer,r..cl.:\ srl3t: be deposlt(~d 8-4 made 1:1 o~)C,I'f';,~te:, wf'lght c, 

'~J-' '1'r: c,n::k Cine nc~ r.l(' c:'st:;·t)(~C Care ~;h<i!l r)e exercised tha! 
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